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TWO THIRDS OF A GHOST

CHARACTERS
John Lafitt
Ellen Lafitt
Marvin Newberry
Mamie

Pierre Bonheur
Eugenia Saxe
Gerald
Photograph©r

Scenes: The living room of the Lafitt house,
Eugenia*s bar*

ACT QUE
Scene one

SSEKE j

The living room of the John Lafitts. This is a

modest home in m southeast Texas tm«

The room is a

mixture of ornate and obviously handed-down, late 19th

century furniture and soase modern do-it-yourself pieces.
It is apparent that two schools of thought about house
furnishing have been at work here*

There is a desk, a

sofa, record player and records, and over the fireplace
hangs a portrait of John Lafit, Senior, middle-aged, with
a face both arrogant and sensitive.
AT THE RISE, John Lafitt, Junior sits at the desk working.
He is about 35» tall, thin, moderately good looking, hair
getting a little sparse*

He is near-sightea and wears

glasses, but vanity prompts hi® t© remove them in company#
His wife, Ellen, enters.

She is small, compactly built,

attractive, moves with restless energy.

She comes to John

carrying the evening paper#
ILLllfi
JOHNJ

Johnny, letfs go to a show.
Oh, honey, not tonight.

I've got to get this -speech

in some kind of shape.
BMJSR%

Tonight?

The dedication is two weeks away. (She

sits on the arm of his chair, inadvertently knocking papers
on the floor.)
JOBS:

Watch it; those are isy notes.
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ELLJ5H:

I*m sorry*

Johnny, it1® Barbara Stanwyck*

Y&u

know how you are about Stanwyck*

JOHN: Some other night, honey,
{puts on glasses, reads)

wAs

St© how this sounds.

a member of the faculty and

son of the .©an who was one© your dean, it gives me profound
pleasure*«,w
ELIIMJ
JOHIis

ELi.ES i

Tom can't say "as a member, it gives rae***w
Why not?
Y©u have to say

pleasure*.*M
JOiiK;
ELLEN:

Has

a member I talc© profound

Something about modifiers.

Same difference*

It's just the difference between right and wrong*

Johnny, the second feature is a western*
•JOHN: (reading) "As a sember of the faculty and son of
a man who was once your dean, I take profound pleasure in

dedicating our new law building#

We, the faculty of Westmore,

felt, with the trustees, that this fine, well-equipped
building*••* (pauses to pencil in correction)
ELLEN:
JOHK:

Johnny, it*a in glorious technicolor*
*...well-equipped edifice would prove an interesting

experiment and a bracing challenge«"

ELLEN:

Why do faculty members always refer to everything

as an interesting experiment and
JOHN:
SLLEK:

&

bracing challenge?

What do vou suggest?
Why don*t you just amy that since that other darned

old shack was falling down, we decided to build this
monstrosity*
JOHNj

Tou»re a big help*

ELLIMs

Well,. It is a monstrosity.

A Texas version of

the Taj Mahal with air conditioning,

JOHNS
ELLENt

The faculty think it's magnificent*

(acidly) Facultyt If all the faculty members in

the world were laid end to end..• (pauses, shudders)

My

God, what a revolting thought I
JOHKt

ELL1M:

They're not so bad.

(chuckles)

Johnny, listen*

I was talking to Janet Fisher

today. Joe is leaving the college to go into private
practice in Dallas#
JOINj (returns to work) 1 know.
ELLEN*
JOHM J

I wish it were you.
With the possibility of the deanship coming my way?

You're erasy*
I.LL1S?

You ought to be doing what you want to do*

Day

after day I see you coming home from the campus bored,
tired, fed up*

Ton used to have so much*..so much.**

(she pauses for the right word)

JOMXt
ELLlKj
JOHlis

{kidding her) Oh, I've still got a little left.
Johnny, I'm serious*
(working)

Don't take life so hard, baby*

(Sllen turns away disconsolately)
JOHNs

ILLEfsi
JOHI?

ELLIS1

(anxiously) Did you have fun at the faculty bridge?
(with heavy irony) It was a ball,

Good.
It was an international bridge.

to sta international bridge?
JOHNs (absently) Don't believe I have.

K&ve you ever been

It*s terribly jolly«

SLLlfjs

Mcb table represents u different

country, see?

jonm

Mmm*

ELLIN;
JOKK;

I was «t the Irish table.
¥ery appropriate#.

ELLEN?

Our table h&d a bowl of green shamrocks, and we wore

terribly comic little hats and waved sstali flag®.#

there

was also a Scotch table, a Chinese table, a Mexican table,
and a Chechoslovakian table, though that seemed to a# to be
slightly subversive#

On each table#..new listen, John,*.

en each table were the words of that country*a national
anthem.

When the hostess gave the signal we all waved our

littl© flags like cr&ay and sang the songs at the top ©f
our lungs.
JOHN; You wean all the songs at once?
ELLII;

Oh yes, that*a the fun of it. In the directions

it says "bedlam will result".
JQHH:
E1LBS:
JOKM;

It did#

God, whose hideo.ua idea was this?
Tour sister*s»

Oh.

Well, Miriam does get a little carried away

sometimes. But I guess being the wife of the college
president has its problems.

ELLEK; I should think so...yen sir, where cart she go after
an international bridge?

How can she top that?

Inter

planetary bridge?
JOHN: (laughs) She'll think of something,
ELLEII;

She told m to remind you to wear your heavy coat

these chilly days#

JOHN;

{indulgently}

Miriam can't get used to the idea

that I'm grown up#
ELLEN;

Maybe she's get seisething there#

{as he looks

hurt, she goes to hi®, warmly) Oh, Johnny> X'a not trying
to he bitchy#
JOHN;
ELLE8;

I'm just worried«

About you, about us#

What do you wean?
We've been married Isss than two years, and already

we're bogged down in & rut so <3©ep we can hardly see out of
it.
JOHH j

Oh, you're exaggerating*

ELLSM; I am not. You've let the® push you into a career
you never wanted*

You always dreamed about & 1m practice

of your own, and instead you're floundering around in an
academic fog like a fish out of water,
JOHKj
KX»LEM:

You're mixing your metaphors*
I don't cere; it's true, and you know it#

Everybody'

put pressure on you all your life; your sister, your brotherin-law, your ten thousand cousins and aunts, the ghosts of
your parents. 'Uphold the family tradition, John,
your father, John.

Follow in his footsteps, John#"

do you have to follow in anybody's footsteps?

JOHN;

Don't you want a distinguished husband?

Be like
&hy

Be you.

{smiles at

her}
ELLEN;

Ko*

I want you*

The 'you' I married.

When you

were courting me ay pop used t© say 'what do you see in
hie, baby?'

And I'd tell hira, 'Pop, he's kind -©f a dedicated

guy, and this I like.

He's going to hanS out his shingle

the minute he*a out of the service, and why?

Because he

likes to help people out of the jama they get into#

He

won't set any worlds on fire," I said, 'but he111 kindle
a very nice little glow.*
JOHN:

ELLEffj

iind what did Pop say to that?

He said*.«ia the words of the old philosopher,

•but Where's the money?*
JOHN:
BLLEli;

Exactly. Sow be a doll and let me finish my speech
If it was money I wanted, I'd have married that

Cadillac dealer from Slendal®.
JOIIM;
ELLE1:
JOHN:

It wasn't Cadillacs j it was Buicks.
Whatever it was, he was loaded.
He was a pompous j&ekmss, (reading his speech to

himself)

ELLSN:

What's another word for tradition?

Pompous jackassery.

JOHN: Honey, what's the matter?

Has your hay fever been

bothering you?
ELLEII:
JOBSi
ELLEN:

m.
Cheer up, spring vacation is oaly three weeks away.
Johxmy, let's go somewhere«

JOHN: (dubiously)

Well, I can't get too far away.

an important meeting.
for a week.

ELLMi

I mean really away.
There

And Miriam expects us at the ranch

We've always gone.

{discouraged) Yes, we've always gone, (goes to

record player, turns on a Beiderbecke record)
J(MM :

Oh good God I

ElLEIM: Oh, I forgot, you're crestlog. (shuts it off)
JOKIIi

What is this recent passion for deafening records?
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ELLEi:

Marvin has been teaching is© to understand jm%*

JOHN: (lifts eyebrows) Marvin?

Toy ®ean the peer man's

Shakespeare has a taste for anything so common?

ELLEB:

There's nothing cession about Bix Beiderbecke«

«fOHNi

I S that a nuiae?

cold#

(taps his chest gingerly)

Sounds like a remedy for the common

Which, reminds m, I've

got A cold coming OR#

ELLINi

Again?

JOHN! Thanks for the sympathy.
(MAMIE enters#

She is an unmarried aunt of Ellen's, independent

sharp-tongued, warm-hearted, with an American Gothic face,)

MAKIEi

Do jrou mind if 1 read in here?

There's a mouse in

esy room#
JOHM:

Mamie, don't tell as© you're afraid of a mouse?

H&4X£t 'Course not, but he's scared to death of vm*

It's

inhuman to frighten anin&ls. (she settles down with book)
.SLLEK:

What are you reading?

RATOK:

*?om Swift and His Flying Machine,"

iLLIIT'i: (laughs) Tou used to read me those hooks#
KAMISs

Tow Swift is soothing to the nerves#

E1LSM:

Maybe I should take him up.

is going out of the world.

The spirit of adventure

Ko more Tom Swifts,

Everybody's

cautious now. Take it slow, take it cool, (Pauses) Today
is our anniversary,
JOHN: (startled)

ELLEN:
JQHM:

What?

We've been married 21 months today.
1% God, I thought I'd forgotten something.

ELLEN:

You have, rne«

JOHN: (amused) Forget my wife?
ELLEN:

Hot your wife. Me.

Ellen Geraldine Duriphy.

Miss

Pfeffer's Qold Coast Beer of 1950,
JGHNi

lhat a panic that was#

You in that silly beauty

contest..•

SLLBi:

Miy was it so funny?

J0K«: 1 mean a girl with your brains.••
ELLlfl:

I was not chosen Kiss Pfeffer's Gold Coast Beer for

my brains. I have a few other attributes.
JOHN:

You can say that sgsiin.

ELLEN: Thank you...for the most gallant and completely
unnerving speech of the week. (She sits on his lap) 0h»

Johnny, if we can't go to a movie, let's at least go to bed.
JOHN; (indicates Mamie)
BLLENs

Ellen I

She isn't listening*

She's out with Tom Swift.

Anyway, we are married, you know.

Husband, pay some attention

to S3©.
JOHN:
ELLEN:
JOHN:
MAMIE:
JOIIII:

Later, honey, later.

Later may be too late. (She exits)
Now what did she m&mn by that?
My duties in this household do not include interpreting.
Mamie, do you think it's true that the first couple of

years of marriage are especially tough?
MAMIE:
JOHN:

KAKIE:

Definitely.
Then it gets better?
Then it gets tougher.
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JOHN:

Mamie, were you ever married?

fUKIBs (witheringly) Are you nuts?
JOBS? (coughs) I'm catching a very bad cold#

When you

get to the end of your chapter, would you fix si# a hot toddy?
MAMIE:

(severely)

If you don't quit catching cold, yott*£@

going to turn into an alcoholic#
J0I1K?

ffo hurry.

Finish your chapter. (He goes to father*s

portrait) By the time he -was iiy ago, he had five degress
and was dean of the law school*
MARISt

By the time he was fifty, ha was dead*

JOHMs

Fifty-one. I can hardly remember him*

Except that

Commencement just before he died...standing up there in

his cap and gown giving out diplomas, like & high priest#
(Reverently) Quite a guy*
MAMIEs

* Finish the chapter*, he says*

Yakkety yakety yak*

(Exits)
(Marvin Newberry enters*

Be is about 25, slender, intelligent)

MARVINj Where*s Ellen?
JOHNs (jumps) Don't you ever ring doorbells?
fcaBflKi. Then Mamie would have to let we in*

Why should I

put her to all that trouble just for a silly convention?
JOHNi

It never occurred to you that people night not want

you barging in unannounced?
KM¥l!ii

Well, you never mat ae barging in anyway*

then I didn't come to see you*
JOHNs

She's not feeling well*

where*« Ellen?

But
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HAHVIf!:

Is she ill?

JOHN: Ito, no, it's just her hay fever#
;.R7IK:

Oh#

Well, tell her I'm here, will you?

JOHM: (at door, calls}

lllen, !%rvln is here.

(Marvin prowls restlessly around the re©®)

JOHNj (irritably) Why don't you light somewhere?

MARVIN: (examining a big carved chair) Where did you
ever find this monstrosity?
JOHM: (injured) That was ray father's*
MAHVIX:

Isn't it araauing what ugliness is created in the

name ©f beauty*
JOHN:

It's solid ®ah©gaiay#

MARVIN:

They always are.

Solid as the heads that dream.

them up,
My grandfather designed it and built it himself*

JOBK:

MARVIN: Was he a furniture maker?
JOHN: I have no idea*
MARVIM:
JOHN j

Don1t you remember hi®?

lie died before I was b@rm»

Why this passionate

interest in my grandfathert

MARVINt

Oh, I just thought if he'd been an artisan of some

kind, there might be some hope for you*

One generation

after another of pedantic legal minds» - that's a terrible
handicap for a man*

Sut a good earthy furniture builder.* *

JOHN; (sarcastic) I'm grateful for your concern*
MARVIN:

It's Ellen I worry about *

JOHN: lou feel she'd be better off with an English instructor
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wh© writes unproduced plays*
MABVIK:

Of course•

JOHK: If it's all the same to you, I'm probably a better
judge of what's good for Ellen than you are#
EIXEKi

(entering) If it's, all the same to you, 1*11 da

ray own judging*
MAEVIH:
BLUSH:

Ellen.,.hi!
You two are always disposing ©f me.

MARVINj
ELLEN:

How do you feel?
Fine.

FiAHVXfi:

He said you were ill.

JOHN: I said she had hay fever.
ELLEK $

It's the wrong season..

liARYIK;
JOHN i

You couldn't have anything so prosaic.

Ha 1
Oh but X do.

ELLEKs
MARVIN:

E1.LSH:

I sneeze, I wheeae, I get a red nose...

I don't believe it.
How ungall&nt. You should insist that even with a

red, red nose, I love you still*
JOBS:

In case you've forgotten, I'm still here.

MAHVISi

BLLE1I:

Oh, that's all right,
How's your class?

MKVIN; I forgot t© tell you; I've been fired.
SLLEUt

Fired I

JOHN; (rather pleased)
MAHVXM:
ELLEKs

Fired?

Yes. I find it rather stimulating*
But why?
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MAEFII'I:

Oh, I gave the elass a list of men who had given
"Great l^oulders of Hist®ry,n

history a goose, so to speak*

One of ay students, whom I happened to be flunking, ms the
son of & trustee. So.••Marvin Newberry is a communist} fire
the bastard®
BIXEHs

Surely not even Westaore is that backward.

MARVIN:

It*a probably a good thing for me*

make my writing pay off now*
pillow of security.

1*11 have to

Mo sore soft foam rubber

If you can call #1500 a year foam

rubber.
ELLfiR:

But you of all people••.Who could be more harmless?

KARVIK:
ELLEN:

Wi&t a devastating thing to say about a man#
John, you explain it to Miriam*

She can speak to

George*
JOB!'!:

It's none of my affair*

MRVIK: Of course not.
thinks I'm a radical*
useful*
JOHNj

John doesn't approve of me anyway»-

And 1 am*

But we non-conformists are

We are the gadflies of history*
Gadflies are useful?

MARVINj

Sure*

they sting the lumbering beast into action*

(writes it down) that's a good line*
ELLMi
JOHN:

John, you should speak to Miriam*
Why?

ELLEN:

He likes being fired*

But it's unjust.

You were always*»*(Breaks off,

worriedly)
MARVIK:

He was always for the underdog*

But now he's

bucking for dean, and those things change a man*

I remember
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when John was a law student, he reviewed Owen Lattir.-ore' a

book at English Club.
JOHMi

I'm flattered that you remember.

MARVINi

It wasn't a, brilliant review*

No one in his right

mind could call John brilliant, but he had a kind of dogged
honesty#
JOHN:

You're too kind#

MARVINj

You knew he didn't really approve of Lattimore, but

still he conceded his right to believe as he chose and he
deplored his persecution.

It was rather courageous,

what

would you say now, John, if a student asked you about Lattimore?
Stop heckling hi®, Marvin#

&LLSN:

He would say whatever

he felt*
MAEVIfl:
ELLEN i

Would he?

Would you, John?

K&rvint

(Mamie sticks her head in doorway)

MAMIEi

One hot toddy on tap#

JOHN: (goes to her)#

Thanks#

MARVIN: Saved by the Bellows#
JGHK:

Mamie, what kept you?

ffAMIE:

I had to saraple a few to aake sure it was o#k#

one else for hot toddies?
ELLEN: (aa Marvin indicates no)

MAMIE:

Mo, thank®, Mamie*

You're being very foolish#

(Mamie and John exit)

SLLIM: You shouldn't talk like that to John#
KIEVIK:

Why not?

It's true#

Any
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ELLEN: You're old enough to know that the truth is not
always a virtu©.
NARVIK t

You're beautiful when you scold m*

Scold a©

some more.
ELLEN: You're impossible*
KAHVItl:
ELLEN*
MARVIN:

I know, I cultivate it.
I'm sorry that you were fired.
I'm not.

Except for leaving you.

ELLS!: You're going away?
MARVIN: I can't stay here-.
ELLIS:
MARVIN:

It would be undignified somehow#

Where will you got
Maybe Hew Orleans.

ELLEK: That's a place I've always wanted to see.
MARVINj
ELLEN:

Come with sue.

No, don't smile*

Marvin, I'm old enough to be your mother.

KARfIN: Only if you were capable of giving birth at the
age of six.
ELLEKj

KARVXNi

Why Mew Orleans?
Pierre Bonheur, the novelist, is in town. I was

talking to him#
ILIJSi:
MARVIN:

The historical novelist?
Yes.

Romantic escape stuff, but good*

He make®

tons of money.
ELLEN:

Bow pleasant*

FARVIN: He's here doing sone research for a new book*
ELLEN:

MARVIN?

Why here?
i don't know. I was too busy talking about myself
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to find out.

We had u few drinks last night. 1 told him

about mj play and he seemed interested.
Orleans.
ELLEf,i
MliVIl;
ELLlfl:
M aR V I U i

He lives there.

Would he help you?
What writer can help another?
But did he offer?
Oh sure#,

ELLEN; Then take him up on it.
would, have valuable advice#
MAJtVIfi:

He suggested Mew

A

successful man like that

He'd have...

You*re going to say •contacts*•

I think it*s the

nadir of vulgarity when an ertist or writer starts concerning
himself with contacts.

LLLEKj I wasiiH going to say it, but it is also the nadir of
waste when a tatn with talent buries it in false pride. leu*re
net so good...no one is...that the world will beat a path t©
your door and demand to see your work. You have to make the
offer.
KARVIH:
ELLEfcs

2*11 make you ray agent.
For ten per cent.

KAIiVli; Ten per cent of ray cash and all of my heart.
(Catches her hand) .Each tine you smile at rae, I discover
you all ever again.

My heart soars right out of r-y body, i

overcome the power of gravity.

I. could walk on the ceiling,

float suspended, defy all the laws of the universe. I love
you.
ELLENi

You*re very sweet

MARVIK: 'Sweet* is a word for children.

*»lt>*

ELLEN;

I know I disappoint, you.

I have nothing to give

you, and Vm truly sorry.
MARVIN;

Don't be.

I resent pity. It*a the bargain counter

cape people wrap their conscience in#

I won*t have it. (He

gets a far-away look, then writes in a small notebook,
muttering *bargain counter cap©*)
ELLSMi

When you really court a ?irl, for heaven* s sake

leave your notebook at borae.

MARVIN:

Ellen, come to Hew Orleans with ise.

Leave this

stuffy, wasteful life.

EiJuESt
MARVIN:

Shall we pause while you write that down?
Ho, it wasn't very good*

Sllen, I mean every word

I'm saying and you know it. Gome with mm,
ELLEN:
KARVXMs
ELLSN:

How disconcerted you'd be if I did.
Ellen I
You wouldn't know what on earth to do with me.

You'd have to start feeling responsible.

You'd see me with

ay hair in pin curls, you'd see me sneezing... oh, Marvin,
you'd hate as.
MARVIM;

You insist on treating me like a child. I suppose

it's easier for you.
ELLENt

Since you're going away, I'll say this:

Though

you'll deny it violently... You're not in love with ae.
MARVIN:
ELLSHi

That's not a nice thing to say.
I'm a convenient symbol.

As the cliche goes, you're

in love with love.
MRVIM; {quietly) 1 think no one is qualified to say what
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someone else's love is or is not#
what his soul Is#

It*a like telling a man

(Glances at portrait of LafJLtfc)

my love insubstantial.

To .me your*a is futile.

You find

You1re in

love with a sari who believes in himself so little that he
is forever trying to talk himself out of existence,, trying
to convince the world that he is not really himself but hia

father.

You*re married to a raaa who doesn't exist.

(Ellen, and Marvin 100k at each other a moment; then Marvin
exits#

Ellen takes a deep breath, looks up at the portrait)

CURTAIN

ACT Oil

Seen® two

SCINE;

The sane, several days later•

and Mamie are on stage#

At the rise, Ellen

Kami© is popping corn at the fire

place.

Ellen puts down her book, sighs#

MAMIE:

What*s eatin' you lately?

a spavined mule#

You're aopin1 around like

That* a a line I picked up In a Chill Wills

movie, l#iat is & spavined r.ule anywayf
ELLEN: (laughs) I have no idea#
MAMIE:

Anyway what's wrong?

BLIEK;

Oh, I don't know#

PAMIE: Stewing over that great career you night have had
in Hollywood, being gone starlet's stand-in?
ELLSi:

No#

I never had any career illusions.

MAMIE:

Maybe you miss the California climate*

ELLSSt

Do you hate it here, Ka®ie?

f-'AMiE;

Oh, Texas has its good points. Or so the Texans

I do,

keep telling me,
ELLEN:

I like it#

I guess it's what's happening to John

that upsets is®.
MARIS:

Well, don't blame fexas. If a man'a going t© behave

like a jackass, he'll do it anywhere#
ELLEH:

I don't think he would if I could get him away froa

his family.

Away from the odor of Lafitt sanctity# (recites)

This is Wednesday night.#.and on Wednesday nights John plays
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bridge at his sister's with her and h«r pompous presidential

husband, and the pompous de&n of the law school.

Arid one of

these Wednesday nights the dean will announce his retirement;
and then..,
MAMIE;

And then all h«ll will break loos®, in an academic

kind of way.
ELLE81

Then Johnny will permit the dean to trump his ace

without so much as a shudder, and the whole great dream will
swim into the realm of probability. The new Dean Lafitt*••
not to be confused with the old Dean Lafitt*
KAPIE:

*Course you got to admit a dean at his age is something*

What, 1 don't know*••but something#
ELI.EH:

I think it's a big fat nothing. He doesn't want

to be dean, he just thinks he's supposed to want to.
never wanted to teach at all.

He

He's using the whole lousy

pattern to escape from being himself.
.MAMIEs

But he must be kind of smart...

ELLJSNs

Sure fee's smart*

That * s what's so awful.

darned smart they'll never fir® him.

He's so

He'll probably end up

being president*
F-AFIEJ

DO you mean of the United States?

ELLEN?

I didn't, but you never know*

MAMIE; {examining pop corn) Look at all those old Maids*
This is miserable pop corn*
ELLEII:

Have rorne?

If John is raa.de dean, I think I'll leave hi®.

MAMIE: (arrested in act of tossing popcorn into her mouth)
You mean it?
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ELLIN:

I might•

MAMIE:

Well, I'll be dogged* (She plows into the pop corn

with enthusiasm humming 'California, her# 1 Cease *)
have to talk you out of it*

Ho, I'd

John's the only nephew~in~law

I got*
ELLli: (morosely) He's the only husband I've got*

(Smugly)

But maybe 1 could find another*
RAMIEi

Hot that h&lf-assed play writer I

ELLEK:

Don't you like Marvin?

MARIE;

Well, sure, he's harmless enough*

But to marry

hira.**holy Toledo I lhy# I bet that guy in bed would be.#*
ELLEN:

lever mind*

(Doorbell rings*

Mamie grumbles, puts down popcorn bowl,

wipes her hands on her skirt, peers out the window)
JSLIEfij

You know, people can see you when you do that*

MAMIE:

If you think I'm going to the door before I find out

who it is, you're craay*

for all you know, it sight be Jack

the Ripper*
ELLEN:

You hope*

KAMI: Guess who*
ELLEN:

Marvin?

MAMIE:

Who else*

It's enough to discourage a girl*

Hey,

he's got somebody with him*
ELLEN:

VSho?

MAKIli

Looks kind ©f like Tyrone Power* (She gives a wolf

whistle, exits to front door. Sound of steps and voices, off)
(Mamie returns followed by Marvin and Pierre ionheur, a
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handsome, sophisticated man in his late 30's.)

BAE?I!f:

Ellen, her® he is I

ELLEN: (blankly)

BOKHEUH:
MAEVXI:
ELLEff:

Oh, how do you do?

Aren't you going to introduce us, Newberry?
Oh#

Ellen, Pierre Bonheur.

Ellen Lafitt.

Did you m.m% ®y aunt, Miss Bli&okenhora?

BONHEURs

Indeed I did. It was a pleasure,

(Fftmie, pink with pleasure, gives & wild guffaw, grabs here
bowl of pop corn and retires to a corner. She keep® staring
at Bonheur in fascination, especially at his unusual shoes..*
a fancy kind of sandals)
MARVIN: You'll never guess why Pierre wants to talk to you,
Ellen.
BOKHEBH: flow that I've met Mrs. Lafitt, I can think of many
reasons.
ELLIS; Ifhy, thank you.
KAEflli:

Elian, you'll never guess.

ELLEN: Then you'd better tell roe.
MARVIS:

Remember ay saying he w&® here to do research on

a book!
ELLEH: (enlightened) Oh, Mr, Bonheur I Of course! (to
Bonheur) I*ia so sorry. I never hear names when I'm introduced.
BONHEUR:

I h. ve a terrible name-block too. Sometimes I forget

my own ©other's name,
(Mamie bellows with laughter, cuts it off suddenly as they
look at her)
FAMIS: (holding out the bowl) Pop corn anyone!
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BO" *OJR:
Si.LEK:

I'm doing some research for a novel on Jean Lafitte*

Tli© pirate?

BOKImUR; (smiles)

Buccaneer#

anyway, I was interested in your husband's name*

*pirat«»»

But it's different*

ELLEMs

BOISHKUB:

Jean didn't like the work

I know#

L-a~f-i-t-t*

But it might be a variation*

Ton see,

nothing is really known about where or when Lafitte died#
It's known that he disappeared from history after living in
Galveston awhile*

My own theory is that he drifted inland to

avoid, arrest, changed his
life.

nam and. settled down to a quiet

Your husband's name is the only one I can find with any

similarity,
ELLMi

(amazed) John's family related to Lafitte?

Why.,

it's fantastic*
BOMHSOE: (smiles) I take it your in-laws are not the
adventurous type*.
h XI:

You ain't just a-whistlin* Dixie*

MARVIN:
ZIXEM:

Ellen, does John have any old family letters?

Why, yes*

KAXVIJI:

They're in a tin box in the attic* * *

May I get thee?

ILLS!: I'd better ask John first* (Goes to phone, dials)
He'll be awfully startled.

I mean it's such a,.^revolutionary

idea**.
MAMIE: (to Bonheur) Those are the craziest isijced»up shoe®
I ever saw*
BQKffjSUR:
K&KIS:

Do you like them, to.

Msg Blankenhorn*

Bl&nkenhorn?
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BOIIHSUE:

1*11 have a pair made for you 'when I go back to

Hew Orleans.
I'AMIS:

My feet aren't that big*

BOKHEUBJ

They have them for ladies, too*

ILLBIi (on phone)

Johnny, I'm sorry to interrupt, but

there's a man here •..!%>* Eonheur, the novelist# (pauses)

He's vary well known• B-o-n-...anyway, he wiits to look
at your family letters.

It1s very exciting; he.•«(pause)•

Oh. That's too bad. (pause) Hush, he'll hoar you.
Johnny, about Mr. Bonheur*.•

Oh, all right. *3ye. (Hangs

up)
mmmt
SLX.SK:

m&t did he say?
The dean bid five spade® and they lost.

KitHVUl:

But about the letters...

ELLEM: It's all right* (to Marvin) He was really sad
about those five spades...
MARVIN? (grins) Tou mean the worm has finally been turned
by a spade?
"AMIS:

I'll go with you, sonny*

I can manage.

MAE'fXrlS
$AMIEt

...I'll run up to the attic and get the box.

Yeah, and tear the whole attic apart.

(Maiaie and Marvin exit.
ELLEMs

It's really an astonishing idea.

BuNBEUBi
ELLEN s

Ellen feels suddenly shy)
Lafitte, I mean.

Does it appeal to you?

Iss, tremendously•

BOHJIEUR; 'shy?
ELLEN:

Sellj it's so unexpected...so ro&i&ntie...
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SOMHsURi. Is life her© pretty dull?
SLLEK;

Mo, it's not that#

It's just*.*

B0SI1EUR; Just what?
ELLIN:
Si

1

Aren't you asking rather personal questions?

il;

ni,LBK:

1 guess novelists have to#

BQIIHSilR:
SLLSIn

Forgive me, 1 am,

That's the alibi we use.

Tell me about Mew Orleans*

It's always fascinated

me*
BOHHE0K:

Let's see...1 guess it's the only city in the world

where the three most famous character® were a voodoo eueen,
a madam, and a pirate#

It's probably the dirtiest, most

inefficient city in America, and the most fascinating.

The

French quarter is a health menace and a fire hazard, and
completely charming*
ELLENt

Oh, I'd love to see itt

BOKHSUE;
SLi.Eii

Why don't you?

Someday we -will* It's just that there's always

something,•*

BOKHEUR:

Ah, yes.

Marriage. Soiaed&y I'm going to write a

book about marriage.
ELLENi

What will it say?

BGNHEUR:

That of all the unlikely notions ever dreamed up

by nan, marriage is the most unlikely, the most weird and
unnatural arrangement that could possibly be devised.

ELL.SNi

People have been getting married for a long time#

BOBHIiUB:

They have also been enduring other forms of mischief,
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such as weather, sin, and tha common cola.#,
You're & cynic»

ELLMH

BOKIISOHi

Mo, Pro & romantic. It j>sins m.% to see the joys

of lore wrapped up in & marriage contract ana thrown into
an old bureau drawer.
But in marriage lov© isn't lost; it'a just...

ELLEfl;

30M1B1JE: 1 know, it matures* 'Grow old along with «©, the
best Is yet to be.'

Do you look forward to searching for

your husband's misplaced false teeth?

Do you yearn for the

day when you're both so deaf you must bellow at each other?

I'd rather bellow at John than at nobody.

SLLEtf:

{laughs) That's the most romantic speech I ever

BOlH'iiURs

heard. (Cosies closer to her)

Look: at you,#, young, beautiful,

full of ssest for life..and what must you do? Stay &t hoae
and type your husband's briefs,
ELLM: He doesn't have briefs.

BQMH&UK: And the really fiendish thing about marriage is the
way in which completely uneuited couplee plunge into it.
BLLIffi;

Opposites attract.

fcOKIimlfij

fbafc aieans stale and female. Sow look at you,

for instance...
EUL&f*;

Bust we keep on looking at me?

BOKMElfH:

You're Intrigued by travel and romance while your

husband like® to stay at homo#
SLLEIIi

It isn't that he likes to. He has obligations.

used to be interested in travel,
BOKHBUIii

Did he ever go anywhere?

He
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Well, he*«* he used to subscribe to HOLIDAY. {De

fensively as he laughs) lour definition of love is unreal
istic*

It refuses to accept responsibility#

iiOKifEUS:

Only Americans, with that infernal Puritan Heritage

would think of love in terras of responsibility.
^Jhen you say love, you mean sex*

BLLKN:

Of course, {Leans toward her)

BOKHEUH:

Whatfs wrong with

sex?
ELLSIl:

(nervously) Well, nothing, of course*•• {She jumps

up hastily, goes to record player)

Would you like to hear

sorae records?
BQtllfBUIli
EUJSi;
Bach?

If you insist, {Comes to stand close behind her)

{nervously, reading titles) 'What do you like?

Monteverdi, Kozart? (Faster) Bloch?

Aaron Copland?

The Crew Guts?
DO you have George Lewis?

BOMHBUHJ

BLLZU: (triumphant) 'No, but I have Beiaerbecke*
(laughs, turns her toward him) Good for you*

BOKHBOEJ

Forgive ne for teasing you*
SLLSK,*

I couldn't resist*

(uncertainly) Don't you want to hear a record?

13JKHME; I'd rather talk to you.
3LL3M:

Of course not*

»««Are you angry?

I was just thinking how 1 must see®

to you#** bogged down in middle class dullness*
BOSKBURs

Do you know how you seem to me?

Very sweet,

thoroughly delightful, someone I want to know better.
3LLSK: (gives hi® a troubled look) Mamie and Marvin are
taking a very long time*
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Probably snatching a moment of clandestine love.

B0SHEU3:

3LL3K: {laughs, then goes toward door) Here they come.

(Marvin and Mamie enter carrying small tin trunk}
What in the world, have you been doing?

SLLtoN;

r-'AUVE?%

It seems Mamie Has been tidying up the attic lately*

That consists of pilir;^ seventeen objects on top of anything

you might conceivably want,
r:'AK1E:

Mr# Muscles here was a big help. (She lets go of

trunk, banging Marvin's shin. He yelps)
(Bonheur sits cross-legged on floor before trunk, takes out
letters)
Pitch in, everybody#

BOnKSifRs

Look for anything postmarked

before 1^75, and watch for Louisiana postmarks.
I'iAMIK: Tou'd probably enjoy this more if I had a drink.
'."•V

a•

' -i 'i

I'&KIBi

Fix one for all of us, will you?

%*hy not?

In vino Veritas. Sic gloria transit#

(Exits)
ILLSKs

I don't know why I'M so excited about this.

Even

if it turns out to be true, what will it prove?

MAR VII* s

It would be quite & jolt to Miriam*

Miriam aight shock John out of his catalepsy*

And a jolt to
If that's

what you want.
EL1EK; Two ancestors to live up to?
MARYIK':

The dean and the pirate
|
it snakes a nice schisophrenic

heritage#
I-t;*
MARVIN:

But of course John is Sehiso already#

H e i s n o t#
On# foot in the present, one in the past.*.what does
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this do to a guy? (shrugs) At the rate he's going he*XI
soon have both of *ea in the past.

Then no problem.

ELLEK: (softly) for him.
("ami# returns with bottle and glasses)
ELLEK;

Is bourbon all right, Mr. Bonheur?

BUilHEUE;
MAMIEi

Great.

It's & good thing, sine© that's all we got. (She

gives them their drinks, sits mi floor staring at Bonheur's
shoes)

1 sure go for those shoes.

(Bonheur slips off the sandals, pushes them toward her.
Kamie tries them on)
rCAMfii: % God, they fit I
Keep- thera#

Bu«ilSUHi

MAKXEj lou can't go hose barefoot•
JJMW1!«UE:

For you, my dear Miss Blankenhorn, I'd go home

stark naked*
MAMIE: (gulps) That won't hardly fee necessary*
B0S1ISU.R: (reading) 3110x1 1371*

And it's addressed to

Bra. John Lafitt. (Opens it)
MAMIE:

Can't a woman know somebody in liiloxi without being

married to a pirate?
BQKHISURJ

I guess you're right, Mamie; it's nothing. That's

the trouble with mt always letting jay imagination run away
with me.
2LLEK: lou need a research assistant.
BOMIlfiUftj
MiiVIlfj

Want a job?
thanks, I'm not the type.

MAMIE:

C purtrig herself & new drink) fresh one, anybody?
Listen to this, {leads letter) nf$y dear husband:

MftR¥IH:

I was pleased to receive yours of the lith, and to know you
are in good health.

All is well here#

The cw had a. calf

on the 21st at 8 a*ia» and I have sold her to Mr# Chatham®
lour loving wife."

for $5#

How's that for conjug&l passion?

BOIIHEUls (grins at Ellen) The blessed bonds of matrimony.

I don't think it's fair to rank® fun, of someone's

ELLBK:

private letters.
IttSflK:

Sorry*

ELL'SH: (at sound of door off) John so early?
(John enters, looking unhappy)
£1X111:

JOHN:

Hi, dear.
Hi.

(Ellen introduces him to Bonheur)
BOHMSOR:

Rice of you to let me plow through the family

documents.
JOHM: (without interest) Looking for something special?
BOMHEIJE:

Tea.

I've got as idea your grandfather might be

Jean L&Fitte.
(John takes drink from Ellen, samples it)
JOHN: LaFitte?

Pirate, wasn't he? (as Bonheur nods) I'm.

afraid you're on the wrong track# % grandfather was just
an last Texas carpenter*
MJklfil:
JOHN:

Xou told me you didn't know what he was.

Well, I think he was. He died before I was born#

S0IJH8UK:

Do you know anything about his early life?
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J0HM:

Never heard it mentioned.

ELLEN:

But & pirate I (laughs)

It is hard to imagine.

BOSHlllEs

Do you mind if 2 take some of these letters back

to the hotel till tomorrow?

JOHN:

Help yourself*

BOSHEUR: (finishing his drink)
JQHHs

X understand you teach law.

Up to now#

(Ellen glances at him quickly)
BGNHEUE;

What's your field?

JOB?!: 1 specialise in torts.
BONHEUR!

JOHNJ

I beg pardonf

I teach suretyships, mortgages, and appellate practice,

hut torts are my specialty#
Sounds like an interesting specialty, (to Ellen,

BOKHUUHt

taking her hand) Thank you for a delightful evening.
MAMIE; Thanks for the shoes#
BOSHlOEi
..ELLIN:

f'y pleasure, Miss Blankenhorn. (Mamie giggles)
Don*t you %ant to borrow a pair of John*s.

BOIHEUE: Thanks, no. Though it would be pleasant to be in
your husband's shoes.
(Ellen and Bonheur go toward door.
MARVINs

Marvin pauses near John)

1 understand the dean bid five spades.

JOHN: The man*a an idiot#
l:-&y I quote you?

MARVIN i
JOHN:

Good God, no.

(Marvin follows Sllen and Bonheur out)

MAMIEt
make it.

Well, I guess I*d better go to bed while I can still
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(Mamie starts toward door, bottle in hand,
pours himself a. drink. Maui© exits.
BLLEfi:

John takes it,

Ellen returns)

Wouldn't it be sort of exciting if it turns out to

be true, - the Lafitte thing?
JOHNJ
ELLIS:
JOHN:

The guy's nuts*
Did you have a nice evening?
Would you say I was an impulsive, somewhat undisciplined

young »an?
ELLSI:

Heavens, no. Why?

JOHN: That * s what the dean said#
ELLENS

JQHHs

But why?
It seems that I remarked he had aade the silliest bid

of the century.
ELLMt

You didn*t I

JOHM: I did.

And I was cold, cold sober. (Incredulously)

What in the hell cane over me?

To the dean i

ELLEN: But if you felt th&t way*.*
JOHHs

But to the dean I It isust be this cold I have.

SLIM: 1*® glad you said it.
JOHN: that's & silly damn thing to say.
ELLEN:
JOHM:
SLLI1:

I don't think so.
It's your fault anyway#

Oh?

JOHN: You needled we. You said I kowtowed to hia.
ELLSI*:

I didn*t say that, but it* 8 interesting that your

subconscious came up with that word.
JOHN:

JDon't rasas around with ay subconscious*

It makes roe
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nervous *

ELLEH:

1 think it's exciting, your telling off the dean.

I*a proud of you.
JOHN:

Proud of me?

Are you crassy?

I could lose the de&n-

ship. I could lose my job,
KLLENi
JOH:

30 what?

So what? I

{Phone rings)

BLLSM;

Yes.

Who cares. If you got fired, you'd have to

•start your own law practice*
JOHK: Ion must be out of your mind.
{phone)
JOHNJ

It*11 be Miriaat, giving tm hell.

ELLES:

Let it ring.

JOBS:

Let Miriam ring?

Let Miriam ring, and your lata father and mother

ELLEN:
ring.

Your cousins and your aunts and the faculty and the

trustees and the dean*.* let
JOHIls

fem

all ring.

You've had too much to drink, {goes to phone)

ELLIN: lour grandfather wouldn't have answered it.
J OHIf s

My grandfather?

Are you falling for that crackpot

notion?
ELLENt

JOHMJ
ELLEN:

He's not a crackpot| he's a very attractive ana.
Oh? (savagely to phone, &a it rings) Walt a minute!
You say be the grandson of on© of the most exciting

wen in history#
JOHN: (glances involuntarily at mirror) Bourbon isn't
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good for you. (picks up phone)
ELLEHi
JOHN:

Hello?

It might change our whole lives#
But damn it, X don't want, nine changed.#
Yes, Miriam*

(on phone}

Yeah, well, I was pretty teed off.

..»«®11, I have this cold... (he sneezes, looks at Ellen,
sees her scorn., goes on with belligerence) Just the same,
it was a damn silly way to play a sard game*
old boy's losing his narbles.
to stop & sneeze)

I think the

He's... (breaks off, trying

Yeah, '(resignedly)

All right, tell him

anything you want to. fell him I just died of pneumonia. 4s
a matter of fact, I'm considering it. (hangs up, gives Ellen
a sheepish look)
SLX.ES:

You're right#

Tou couldn't possibly be the grandson

of L&fitte*
JOHN: (defensively) low listen, I told the dean*

I said

to him.•. (sneeses explosively)
BLLEN:
JOHKs

Good night. (she starts out)
As far as that goes, I could be the guy as well as

anybody.
(Ellen exits)
JOHNs

As far as character goes, there's no reason...

(door slams offstage#

John's voice trails off.

He goes to

mirror, looks at himself)

JOHIfi

.... just as well as anybody else, as far as that goes.

(He leans toward the mirrow, frowning, looking at himself
near-sightedly)

CURTAIN•

ACT oim

3cene two

SCENE: The suae.

Two weeks later, about ten p.#Bu

AT THE BXBE, Mamie, Marvin and Bonheur are on stage.

They

are sitting in relaxed attitudes, each with a drink#

Bonheur

has a letter in his hand#
s keeping thera?

BOMHMR:

He official function could

last this long,
MfifllJ:

At this university it could*
Anything can happen, John forgot his glasses.

MAMIE:

I!AR¥IK:

Oh, Odd#

He*11 probably recite the Gettysburg

address*
BOmiSUE: In Latin,
MAMIE?

-gait till Bllen hears about that letter.

She*11

flip her wig#
MARVINi
BOKBBliB:
MARVXKt

BOKHSOEs
r'ASVIN:

Wait till John hears.
He111 just ignore it, I suppose#
Who could ignore finding out he1® Lafitte's grandson?
A

mm with

no imagination*

In spite of the fact that John seetaa like a clod,

Ellen did marry hisi#

Shy would she marry a man with no

imagination?
BOr'KBUli:

JMRVXU:

dear boy, haven't you heard of sex?
Ellen isn*t that kind of girl.
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BOji'llSUE:
KAKXlt

Every girl is that kind of girl.

(ifith reminiscent relish)

MARVIMs

.Ellen wouldn't

True, Mania?

You can say that again*

mrxy & m&n just for sex.

She

might sleep with him, but to marry him...that would be
indecent.
BOKHEURj

All right, Galahad.

But to get back to friend

John, what do you think he*11 do?
KASflfij

God knows.

The poor guy is already riding two horses

that are galloping in opposite directions*

PMXBi

Sounds like a neat trick*

BOKHSUE:
KAHYIiJ:

What's his problem?
Same as yours and raine - the schizophrenia of our

age. The struggle to get our scattered selves together#
BOHilEUH:
I-'AEVIK:

Hot me, brother.
Then why are you writing historical novels?

30SHSU2; They amuse me.
KAEVXIJ;
J-'AMIS:

Why?
Hey, is it true they drink absinthe for breakfast in

Kew Orleans?
BOAMBUH; .ias&e, it grieves me to say that some benighted
legislators outlawed absinthe.
IMMIEs

1 knew a character from New Orleans once... swore

he drank absinthe for breakfast#
BOSHHIEi
MMIIS;
KAEVIK i

He lied. It was pernod.
well, isn't that a hell of a note#
Poor Marti©,,.all these years she's nourished a
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secret clreara.*.absinthe for breakfast.
I*AVIS,i

And now.••shattered.

Bon*t take it too hard. (towonheur)

He takes things

hard*
ECHHSUR:
KAKXS:

-ihafc jyj, your greatest dreaia., Mamie?
Cembarrassed)

Oh, shucks*

Mamie, sometimes you act like a woman practising

KASVTH:

to be a character actress.
That*s it.

-mmt

rkmilli

That*® what?

'yiKIS;

-My secret ambition.

BOKHSUE:

Acting*

why, Mamie I (looks at her)

Mawie Bernhardt.

NO, IJl&nkenhorn#

Mllll:

BOKHSUR?
MAMIE:

Ever done any acting?

Sure. On the coast*

flAEVXR:

Please note, she doesnH say Hollywood.

She says

on the coast. The true sophisticate,

BOKHSUEJ
lAAKXSt

'.hat did you do?

(proudly) I was an extra in "Birth of a Nation".

I-UEFIK:

She -was the fourth midwife from the left.

BO?;REUR:

fJamie, this opens up a whole new facet of your

personality*
KAKXSs

Facet?

MARVINs
BOMIEUR:
nAHYXN:
BOKHSUEi
MARVJi:

lot the kind that drips*
¥hat school of acting did you subscribe to, %iaie?
Stanislavski would he good for Kaaie.

Or Boleslavski *
Bolesl&vski is just watered-down Stanislavski.
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BOKKEWR:
rARVIs-:

1*11 take a small bowl.
With matao balls.

BOMtKUIU

And & small Caesar salad.

UAMIS: If 1 didn't know you boys, I'd say you mm psycho.
"AilVIi': (gets up restlessly)
home?

Why doesn't that lawyer coat

He's had time to dedicate a coaen buildings,

BONHEIOHJ

Are you familiar with the Sandburg poets, "why is

there always a secret singing when a lawyer cashes in?

Why

does the hearse horse siiicker Hauling a lawyer away?"
I don#t think that's nice*

MAMIE:
BOtfKS-JRi

I make no claim to being nice#

{glances at watch)

Forty eight hours from now, my boy, we'll he at Eugenia's
Who's she?

I'jmitti

BOHHSURi
J!AFIE:

The moat delightful woman in New Orleans?

la she a sedan?

BJISKEUR:
i:AKIE:

¥by, 1-taraie I

1 thought all the interesting women in lew Orleans

ran v/hor© houses.
BUiiHBUR:

That was in another century#

Who was this chum of

yours who talked about absinth© and bordellos?
riAJtVIfl;
BOWHEtlR:

Andrew Jackson?

So who is Eugenia?
The flower of New Orleans aristocracy••.part French,

part charming, predatory, and stony broke#
MARVIN; 'Vhsit does she do?
She bought an old building the Lafitte brothers are
said to have lived in at one time.

She fixed up half for an

apartment, and the other half as a bar.

All the roost colorful
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people in town hang out there*
MAMIS: Sounds great#
i I-

Sounds like a whore house.

(Footsteps, voices, off left)
MARVIN:

At last.

{dote esters, looking pleased with himself)
KABYIHs

JORMs

herd's Ellen?

8hefs sneesing in the hall closet.

MARVINs
JOHNs

What?

Hay fever,

raarvin; 1*11 get her..

JOHN:

Better not.

sh©*s sneeging.
Fin®*

BONHB&Ht

JOHN 1

How did the dedication go?

Tou forgot your specs.

JOHH: Yes.

I coulcln11 read my speech.

MhatTd you do, whistle

BARIE:

&

couple of selections?

I used one of ay father*s.

KAMIEs

One 1 knew by heart.

1*11 bet there wasn't a dry ey® in the house.

ME?II t
JOKli

How are you, Bonheur?

Great.

MAMIE:

JOHN*

She doesn*t like to be interruped when

What did Ellen think?
Ellen was in the ladies* room sneezing.

{.Ellen enters, wen and pink around the nose}
ELLET-i s

MAIiVXK:
ELLINi

Hi.

Do you feel awful?
Sot as awful as I look. Poor Johnny, I really let

you. down.
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tJOKH:

That*s all right, honey.

Want ae to get your prya-

bens&mifte?

X*m all right now* I always fall apart when you

BLLSN:

make a speech.
It1s psychological•

MARVIN:

ELLIS: Tom roust have been good#

The applause was terrific.

Only 1 wish you could have used your own speech*
JOHN:

I thought you didn*t like mine.

SLLENs
JOHN*

I didn*t but it wus yours,
1*11 never understand women.

BOHHSilRs

we have a bit of news..#

KAltVIH;

Pierre has found the letter!

SLIEKs

The letter?

BOKIIEUH:

That prove.; the relationship with Lafitte. (Holds
Dated May IS, 1883, from Dominique You in Mm Orleans,

it out)
to Jean.

I John puts on glasses, reads letter)
MICIE:

Dominique Mho?

BQBREUas

You.

MKIS: Me?
BOKHEURf
MAMIEs
JOHN:

flo•

You.

Somebody's drunk, (Looks at her glass)

well, 1*11 be damned. (Gives letter to Ellen)

'ELLEN: Johnny I Isn't it exciting I
JOHN:

So the old boy really was a pirate,

what do you know#

(Grins) This is going to b® quite & surprise to Miriam#
ELLEN i

(hugs him)

flow we've got to go to Sew Orleans in
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spring vacation.
JOHH:

Vsrhy?

ELLSSJ

Vhy?

T© see everything* find out all about him*

0ht this happened just in tine#

If we leave right after

your last class on Friday#••
JOHIJ

Hey| wait a minute*

KARVIM?

Pierre and 1 will be there ahead of you*

we're

leaving tomorrow. ¥e*ll throw a big whing ding*,*
BCKHEUR: flew Orleans will love you*

They go for this kind

of thing*
ELLSIj
JOHNs

Oh, what fun I
Just a minute.**(no one hears him)

BOKIIEOEi.

Ellen, we111 go everywhere*

1*11 take you out to

the little graveyard where Lafitte and Napoleon and John Paul
Jones are supposed to be buried. Of course they aren't, hut
it's an enchanting spot.*.where the Bayou Earataria flows into
the Bayou of the Goose*.*
ELLEN j

How wonderful I

BONHSUE:

We*11 have coffee and doughnuts in the French Market

as the sun eotises up***

we*11 drive along the river past all

the old plantation houses*.*
MMII;

What about

ml

KARVIK: 1 want to see Mapoleon's death mask.
We *11 see everything*

BOfiliEUKi

MAMIE:

X want to see the doughnut® and coffee and geese and

I&poleon*

If anybody thinks I'm going to stay home and look

after the cat, they're crazy*
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ELLEN: rastaie dear, you can go too.
JOKNs

Don't worry it bout the cat, Mamie*

1*11 take eare of

it,
SLLEli

JOHNi

(after pause)

what?

1 said I'd look after the cat#

KLLEK: You mean you won't go?
JOIIK;

Why should it

x have work to do right here#

Miriam expects me at the ranch,
BltlKS:

Besidesf

Expects us*

But something has happened#

Things are different#

JOHK; So my grandfather was a pirate#

It's very interesting,

but nay grandfather was dead before I was born.

What do I

care what he did for a living?
MAKIIs

Say, maybe there's buried treasure under the house*

JQRfis

Sure it's a big surprise and someday I'd like to read

up on him*
ELLEN:
JOHN:

Maybe w® could to Mew Orleans this summer*

Aren't you even interested?
Of course*

It's a very interesting Idea#

give it some thought. It may mean something#

I want to

But right now,

just when the appointment of a new dean can happen any day,
I can't just say 'so long, I'm off to Hew Orleans to see ay
grandfather's ghost*.
ELLIS:

lAiy not?

JOHN: It would be.#* duwa it, it would be frivolous*
ELLEK: (despairing) Oh, dear God#
MS¥Ilu

I find John's attitude rather magnificent*

people could be so consistent?
JOHNi

{drily}

Thank you*

How many

It has a certain grandeur*
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MAHVIK:

when & mn refuses to be d«terred, no

I rce&n it#

matter «Aat the distraction, you have to admire hiau
SLLEI:
JGH&s

Well, that's one interpretation#
It's a little disconcerting, Marvin, to find you on

my side#
MMiVXN: I wouldn't exactly say I'm on your side#

It's just

that you intrigue me as a character*

J OilK i

Oh,

BONHiUIU

Let's go out on the town and celebrate the new

Lafitte#
MAMIEi

This town won't take you far#

BOIRSUSi

Then we'll drive to Dallas and make it a big night.

How about it?

JOHN: Sot me, thanks#
BOKHSUE:
JGHIs

It's been a tiring day.

It'll do you good, man,

Ho, thanks#

I'm expecting a call from my sister#

We left early and I know she'll hfeve souse things to say#
MAMIE:

In a few ttiottBSBd well chosen words#

BQNHEOH: Sorry you won't join us#
JOHN:

we'll go next time*

ELLBKi

I'm going this tine#

{John gives her a startled look)
MAKVIN;
BCiiHSJR:

Wonderful#

Let's get beautifully drank#

We'll make it a night to remember* (Grabs Ellen's

hand, starts her toward door#

She hesitates, returns to John)

ELLEN: Johnny, please come*
JOHN: I can't honey#

Miriam would blow her staek if I
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werenTt here when she called,
ELLEN: Oh, damn Kirl act•
JOHNi

(stiffly) You're speaking of my only sister.

ELLIfl;
JOHNi

The hell with your ohly sister#
EllenS

ELLEN: You can tell your only sister I won't be able to
COIBe

to the ranch next woek. 1*11 be in lew Orleans#

JOHN: {incredulous}
ELLSB:

Without me?

With you, if you'll come. Without you if you won't.

JOBR; (pause) 0.1. Then without ra@.
SLU8N; (close to tears) O.K. (to Bonheur) Let's go tear
up the town •
(Bonheur, Marvin and Ellen exit.

John goes to window)

JOHN; She should have taken her pyrabenzaraine.
MAMIE:

In my experience a good stiff drink beats any medicine.

JOHN: (pours one) I hope you're right, (sits beside her)
Kami©..
KAf'IE:

If you're going to say what I think you are, remember

ray name's Blankenhom, not Dorothy Dix.
JOHK: ¥hat*s wrong -with Ellen?
MAMIE?

Like I said, I'm no Dix#

But I guess it's you letting

your family tell you what to do.

JOHK: That's absurd.
FaMIE *.
JOHK:

(ch eerfully)

Only & spineluaa fool would do that.
That * s right *

Just because a man happens to follow in his father's

footsteps,

Look at Lowell Thorsas, Jr.

Look at Alexandre Dumas, Fils.

Look at Bdsel Ford.
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MAMIEj
JOIffi:

Tou look at •««»

I'm lmngry#

I'm sleepy.

Ellen know a giving a speech always stakes

me hungry#
MAMIE:-

¥hy don't you whip up one of those egg ideals you*re

so good at?

I could use a little nourishment myself#

JOBS: 0#K#

We'll have a celebration all our own.

se'Il

have more fun than the whole city of Dallas#
MAMIEj (without enthusiasm)
JOHH:

Yippee#

We'll break out that champagne«..that»s- in the refriger

ator#
MMIE: (with new seal)
JOHK:

Yippee I But Ellen's been saving it*

Well, she went ©ff and left us# (He exits, returns

with bottle, opens it)

MAMIE: (at sound of cork)

There's a sound that beats the

.hell out of Beethoven#
JOBIf:

I've been thinking#,.maybe it's household drudgery

that's got Ellen down#

UMt&i (lifting glass) Hid in your ©ye#
JGHK:

MAMIS:
JOHN:

MAMIE:
JOHN:

MARIE;

Skol.

What kind of eggs you going to laake?
What do you want?

What's that crassy naae that sounds like a nun?
Eggs benedict?

That's her#

JOHN: Yes sir, housework could sure get a girl down#
MiiMlE:
JOHS:

You can say that again#
How would you like to wash dishes day after day, clean
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the same old house, slave for some jerk who just takes it
for granted?
MAMIE:
JOHK:
MAMXS:

X do, and I'm not even married#

It's enough to give any girl hay fever#
Callouses, too#

JOHN: Frustration, that's what it is•

A woman needs attention*

flowers, flattery#..(pause) Flowers I I'll get her a bunch
of violets, (starts toward phone)

HAM2S:

Got news for you, buddy#

It's eleven p.m.

Little

old violets all looked up in bed#
JOHK:
a

Oh.

Well, tomorrow then#

mn should remember#

KAKIE;

(sits) There1 s one thing

Women are only human#

Bow let's don't go overboard. (She refills their

glasses)
JOHK;
I4AKIE;
JOHK:
InAMIl:

Maybe I could manage a weekend in Mew Orleans#
Sure# .Live dangerously.
Frankly, Mamie, do I look like a pirate to you?
Frankly, no.

JOHK: You can't tell though, what a ten's got hidden in his
depths»
(Mamie, now feeling gay, le&ps up, pulls John up, ties her
red apron around his waist like a scarf)
h IE: See what this'11 do for your depths#
(<jonnf joining in, removes necktie, opens collar, attempts
to pencil on a mustache#)'
JOHIf:

If she wants ®. swashbuckler* by God, we'll swash a

buckle or two#

(strikes fierce pose)

How do I look?
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^'AMIE;

Avast I {Sola## bis by the waist and they do a brief

wild dance.
JGHff:
IE;
JOHN?

M:/®IS:
JOKKs

Phone rings)

Oh, God.

Miriam.

Remember the Spanish Main*
{on phone, irritably) Hello?
Hesember the Alamo.

les, Miri&at#

MAKIE: Remeiaber Man a.

JiXM:
MAtflE:

JOHfl:

As a matter of fact, Miriam, 1 was just going to bed.
Pleas© I
Glad you approved, Miriam.

well.•• 'That?

(perks up)

•.*Xeab, Ellen didn*t feel

You mean h© finally*..?

•••Well,

1*11 be darned. ...¥@11, %diat <3© you know?
MAMIE:

Well, what?

JOKK: 1*11 see you tomorrow. 0«K#t thanks for calling.
{hangs up) ¥©11, what do you teow.
FJMIE:

mat

is this, 20 questions?

JOKN: That was Miriam.
MAMIE i
JQHK:

{irony) ffo I
She had a confidential chat with the dean...

MAMIE: 1*11 bet it was spicy*
JOHN;
MAKIE:

Mamie, don't repeat this but...
Don't tell s®.#»l@t

m guess. The

dean15 going to

have a baby.
JOIB;
l-AP.l&t

scarf)

He*s going to retire at the end of spring quarter.

Parewll, Joan iafitte. (Tragically removes John's
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JOHIh

Kiriass says 1*11 probably get the job#

(weakly)

Isn't it great?
MAMIE:

You look as ha ppy as a Basset bound with a toothache*

It's what you waited, isn't it?

JOHN: (forced) Sure.

Of course*

(picks, up champagne bottle)

It's empty.
miTEi
JOHKi

Then

Whet will Ellen say?

MAMIE:
JOKKs

sight as well kill ourselves.

whet can she say?
Stuck with it*

dean is a great honor*
MAMIE*

JOHN:

That's a fine way to put it*

Being a

lou should congratulate oe*

Go^ratulsti ons *

t'll be one of the youngest law school deans in the

country*
MAMIE:

Looks like you're stuck with it now,

"What do you say to that?

I'm hungry*

JOHK: (goes to window, looks out, with sudden anger)

I

don't like that dawned Franchisors. she's out with*
KARIE: He's only half French*

lou want me to get the

eggs ready?
JOHHj
MAMIE:

All right.
Cheer up, Junior, you're a wheel now* (starts for

door)
JOBS;

Ellen will be mad*

Kow crasy can things get?

A

guy's wife is ra&d at him because he's successful*
MAKIS:

Depends on what the guy does*

cracker*® wife***

Jyflfi;

I*3i not a safe cracker*

Raw you take a safe
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If X was you, I'd go to New Orleans Friday#

llMXBi

They

say love blooms in those tropical cities.
1 can* t. The trustees meat next week.

JOHN:
MMIE:

That*s ray advice. Take it or leave it. (exits to

kitchen}

{John goes to phone impulsively, dials)
MAMIE;

JGtlM:

(offstage)

What do you need besides eggs?

Canadian bacon, English muffins, Hollandsis© sauce...

(on phone) Hello, Allen? ...Say, Allen, this is jo.hn Lafitt.
I want to- order SOPS© violets.

...I'm sorry I got you out of

bed, but it's important*

f''iiil'• Liu•
JOHN:

(off) Ko Canadian bacon.
Han then. ... No, no, Allen, I was talking to Kami®.

Listen, 1 want to order the Mggeat bunch of violets you've
got.

«..Bigger than that.

Enormous.

...O.K., fine.

Mmm, (Off) Mo English miffins.
JOH M :

Enclose a card.

"From your...*
MAMIE; (off)

Say, "To ray*.*" (pauses) Let's see...

"With deepest.•*"

How rasny eggs?

JQHK: Oh hell, just say Ellen from John, (hang© up)
MAMIE;

{off, bellowing-) fiowegjany daamed eggs?

JOBK: (irritably)

As many as you want, (goes to father's

portrait and looks up at it belligerantly)

Well, 1 made it.

(He smooths down Ms hair, reties his tie.

then he starts out

of the mom, pauses at nirror, stores at himself*

Wipes off

the pencilled HUBUache. Leans closer to mirror, savagely
addressing hiiaself)

Shut up I {starts for kitchen door)

'CUETAIN

ACT TWO
Scene two

Eugenia's bar, in Rew Orleans' French quarter, tec

8CSMS:

days later#

There er® a few small tables with big dripping

canities, and & small and bettered bar#

The place looks old.

Behind the bar is hung a copy of the Jarvis painting of
Lafitte and his friends singing.

A 19th century duelling

sword and a set of duelling, pistols are hung on the wall*
Behind the bar is an absinthe-dripping contrivance#
AT THIS RISE, The only person on stage is Gerald, the Middleaged legro bartender, & man with a. pleasant, intelligent
face,.

He is polishing glasses as Ellen, oonheur, Marvin

and Eugenia Saxe enter#

Eugenia is a beautiful md sophis

ticated young woman, about 30, with a Latin charm and a
predatory attitude toward attractive men. In the background,
fro® tire to time, can be heard a burst of Dixieland jaz* as
one or another of the combos in the crowded little Bourbon
Street bars becomes particularly inspired.
EUGENIAi

. ..oh, Pierre, you're a purist.

BOMHSIIE:

But Eugenia, George Lewi© is nationally acknowledged

to be one of the greatest living clarinetists.
EUGEKXAi

What do I care what is nationally acknowledged?

I'll take Papa Celestin any day.
F&RVXR:
SOGEKIA;

I* IB a Basin Street Six man, myself*
{teasing hi® possessively)
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Oh, ftarvin, you're
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just being independent because you had your play accepted#
Gerald, Mr, Mewbery*s play is going to b® done by LePet.it
Theatre.

GERALD:

Fine, fine.
He hardly gets hia feet oft the plan®, and already

iUCiSJSLIi

he's on© of us.
ELLINi

Marvin is wonderful#

H« always knows just i&at he

wants, and simply goes after it, while the rest of us -stew
around in our- indecisions.
MAR¥Bi: ( ironie&lly* to Ellen) Simple as a child,
EUGENIA:

Ho business, Gerald?
There were a few folks in a while ago, Miss Eugenia,

GERALD:

but it's pretty quiet.
EUGENIAj
GrlMLD:

That's right*

MOE-KXA:
ELLEN;
KARfXN:

Oh, well, the night's young.

What will you have, Ellen dear?

I'd better stick to eazeracs*
Bourbon for me*

SUOIKI AS

Pierre, your usual?

80IHMJE:

Please# (puts his hand gently on Ellen's cheek)

fired, little one?
ELLIN: (smiles) I suppose so, but I'm having so much fun,
I can't tell.
fiUGBNXA: Md you hear from your husband today?
ELLIN; (frowns)

So,

I can't understand it.

I haven't heard

for three days,

BOKHIUR: Well, at least it gives the local florists a chance
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to replenish their stock of violets.
I think it*a charming.

EUGENIA;

wife with flowers#

A husbtmd who delugea his

They always

Only darling, why violets?

remind me of old Isdies in bonnets#
ELLEii

(defensively)

For you I would chooae mm rare exotic orchid#

BQNBSUR:
MAI¥Ill:

I've always loved violet a.

Hons ence 1 Ellen isn 't ©xotic»

BONMlORs

She is exotic in spirit#

Delicate, exquisite, exotic#

EUOEffiA: (piqued at losing their attention)

And for me, what?

A handful of old dandelions?
BGNHEUR:

For you, dear, a night-blooming careus•

EUGENIA:

Aren't they deadly?

MARVIN:

You*r© thinking ©f night-shade#

EUGffilA:
KARflK:

To get back to Ellen's husband##.
Must we?

I do wish you could get him down here, Ellen#

EUGENIA:

It would b© such fun to break the story, fee could have a
press interview right her® with John posed under the painting.
1 Grandson

of Jean Lafitte discovered in Eugenia S&xe's bar#*

Marvelous publicity.
BOBttEUEj

Darling, you have the soul of a merchant.

EUOEIIA:

I don't suppose the publicity would hurt your forth

coming book either, ay love#
BGHBEUR:

The hell with that*

J. don't want him .here#

SOOSKIA:

(glances at Ellen} Uo„ 1 suppose not#

(briskly)

Well, drink up, angels. Let's hear Pap© blow that horn.
KAJRVIHs

When are we going to take Ellen to Arneud's?
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SUQSHIA: Tomorrow, Did you make the reservations* Gerald?
Tea, Kiss Eugenia•

SERilLD;

Shrimp Arneud, court bouillon,

mid porapane© en papillottes*
Ml OEMIA J

And cafe brulot,

BOMfluli;

Brulot?

EUGEKIiU

Sllon must see everything.

How flamboyant of you, darling.

khat is it?

BLLEM J

Coffee brewed with orange and lemon peel and spices,

SUQSflliu

doused in br&ndy and set on fire, The waiter turns out all
the lights in the restaurant, and brings you this vast flaming
silver bowl like a witch's cauldron#
ELLEEs

(laughs)

It's quite spectacular.

Oh, I love Kew Orleans,

I never want to

leave,
(softly) Then don't. (Bonheur brings her coat,

BOBHSUts

helps her with it as they all prepare to leave.

He holds

her for stn added moment#
ELLEM:

Don 't?

BQKREUfi:

Stay here with us*

B01HEUB. holds her back as Marvin and Eugenia go to the door*
B0KB1IIE:

(cont.) fe'ith aie.

Stay,,.be happy,,.live while

you're young.
liilfl: (disturbed)
BOMIISURs

Fierre,.,

(sore lightly) 'Man whose young passion sets the

spindrift flying , is soon too la©© to march* too cold for
lov ing»*
(Troubled, Ellen breaks away from hi®*

Marvin manages to
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hang b&cfc for a word with Ellen, as Bonheur and Eugenia

exit,)
MBVISi

Ellen, 1 never see you alone*

X want to talk to

you #.-#
ILLS!!:

Oh, pleas®,

I donft want to be talked to.

Lot's

Just enjoy Hew urleans.
KAEVI81

Are you enjoying it?

SLLSff: (almost too emphatically}
MARVIN: (gently)

All right,*

Xes S

Then tot's enough for now#

(Marvin opens the door for her and they exit#)
GSfiALBi

(shakes his head}

People I

( Gerald picks up the dirty glasses, washes them, humming to
himself*

After a moment John enters, looking tired, bewildered,

and slightly drunk,
JOHN:

Is this the bar owned by somebody named Eugenia?

GERALD:
JOHN;

Tea, sir#

I'll wait.

GERALDs

She just left, but she'll be poppin1 in.
Double bourbon, please,

Yes, sir.

John puts on his glasses, looks around.
JOHtls

So this is Eugenia*s joint*

GERALD;
JOBK:
G i-'j il

Never laid eyes on her*

•

JOHN:
GERALD'?
JOHN:

You a friend of Miss Eugenia's?

(politely) I see#
vshere are all the gay intellectuals?
Sir?
I thought Eugenia's was always swarming with fascinating

characters.

Pirates and voodoo queens and things.
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The people mostly don't cone til later.

OEHALB'j

One or

two o1clock.

JOffSs

0hf they aren't gay and intellectual till after mid

night. Like Cinderella.

GiilAii):
J OHM:

(smiles)

I think Cinderella was the other way round.

That * a right, she was#

(drinks)

You* re a well~read man#

Well, if Mew Orleani&ns aren't gay and Intellectual

until midnight, what are they the rest of the time?
GERALD: (amused) Just colorful, sir#
JOHN:

Colorful.

Hsbr#

{holds out his glass for a refill)

What's that thing down there?

GERALDj
JGKBt:

Thought you couldn't get absinth®.

GERALD:
JOHH:

That's what they dripped absinthe on, sir.

tlot any more#

Substitute.

{dramatically)
GEEALB;
JOMK;

It's pernod now#

Everything's a substitute nowadays.

I'm a substitute.

Is that so?

{broodingly}

That's so.

Lafitt#

(lifts his glass)

GERALD:

Thank you kindly.

JQHfls

ana here's to sue#

Dean-elect ouhstitute

Here's mud in your eye*

All six of tae#

( drinks)

Do you

know who you are?
GERALD:
JGHK:

I'm Gerald, sir#

{sticks out his hand) Glad to know you, Gerald.

John, (they shake hands solemnly)
you are?

I'm

Geralc, do you know who

If you bumped into your iruaortal soul out her© on
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Bourbon Street., would you recognize it?

GERALD?
JOH!l;

Don^t reckon it would get that far away from rae, sir.

Then you*re a lucky man,

One hell of a far piece*

Miners a far piece from ma*

1 chased it all the way down he re

from Texas this afternoon, and I havenft euaght up v.-ith it yet.
You frora Texas, sir?

OBMLDs

JOHM:

Geographic ally X*ia fro® Texas«

the lUth century*
GERALD;
«JOK?;:

Spiritually I'm from

Psychologically I*?? from hunger,

(indulgently)

Yes sir*

If I seem to you to be a little drunk, it*s quite

possibly because of the inescapable fact that 1 am & little
I f ve had a hare! day*

drunk *
QBEAID:

I'm sorry to hear it*
Air-sick every mile of the way*

JOHIi:

there having the tirae of her life.
ness, Gerald, are great level era,

AM Mamie sitting

Air-sickness ana sea-sick
Ill humanity is recuced to

the same huoiliating level#
GERALD?
JOHKs

1 guess it does that, all right*
Yes, I guess it does that, all right,

I can see youTre

a thinking man, GeraM*
OSEALD:
JOifli

1 wonder if old. Jean Lafitte ever got seasick.

GStULB:
JOHK:

Thank you*

Oh, I doubt it*

I suppose he met every situation with arras skirabo,

GER&ID: (indicating the painting) There* s one tirae he didn f t*
John puts his glasses on again, peers at the picture.
JOBS:

Is that him?
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GSEALD:

This one here*

JOf'N;

What in the hell is he doing with his mouth hanging

open'5

He looks half-witted#

GSEALB J

They ware singing#

Having a little lUn, I guess#

And Mr. Jarvis painted *em like that#
JOHN: fie doesn't look like much of a glamour boy there#
GERALD: (with local pride)

Oh, he was a fin®-looking man,

they say#
(John takes off his glasses, straightens up unconsciously)
JGKK:

Yeah, I've been reading that book of Saxon's.

little apologetically)

Dipping into it#

{a

Must have been

quite a life, lying back in that reel hasasock looking through
a spyglass at all your ships earning in loaded with loot,
Not bad#
GERALD:
JOHN:

All the ladies were in love with him, they say#
Not bad at all.

(Sound of & sudden load burst of music offstage as a nearby

band hits an inspired crescendo#)
GERALD: (listening, appreciatively)
JOHN:

Old Sharkey Bonene#

{talking more to himself than to Gerald)

at the hotel#

Ellen wasn't

Probably out on the town, {bitterly)

that Frenchman, (nm to Gerald, with sudden alarm)
Mamie at the hotel to get
said#

I left

mm sleep. I mean that's what she

'What if she decided to go out on her own?

GERALD:
JQIIM:

with

A lady is safe in the Quarter#

But you don't know Mamie#

won't be safe#

It's the Quarter that
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Many odd char inters hit this town. 'We're used to it.

GERALDt

JOBR:

{drains his glass)

6EKAL5:
JOHK:

I am getting pollutsdor and pollutedor.

Do you want to have me shut you off?

Hell, no#

little#

I 1 a her® to live a little, so let's live a

Pill *er up, friend#

(phone rings.

Gerald goes to it#)

JOM?: (cont«) If that's Miriam, tall her to drop dead.
GERALD:

|ori phone) Hello?

one so far.

...Yes,

•••Yes* M#s Eugenia*
it's early yet.

...Only

...ill right,

fin®, (hangs up) She'll be here directly.
.JOHN:

Who?

GERALD:
JOHM:

Kiss lug#nia*

Three cheers for Miss Eugenia, (pause)

Miriam will have ray message.
Bald*

By this time,

'Gone to Kew Orleans' , it

Just 'gone to flew Urleans'.

1 thought it was rather

masterful.
GERALD;

Very masterful, sir#

JOHN: (chuckles)

She'll scream till ©he can't get her breath.

Once when, I was four and she was thirteen, I hid her dancing
school pumps.

She screamed till she lost her breath &rtti they

had to call the doctor#
GERALD:

Children do that sorsetimes.

JOHN: (with a kind offasily pride)
thirteen#
father.

(sadly)

But not usually at

My -other told me I was a disgrace to my

I was only four, hut 1 remember it.

Gerald, raver

make your children feel responsible for an adult.
GERALD: (chuckles)

Mine don't*

JOBS:

Yes sir, Mirlas -.ill really scream,

x was supposed

to meet with the trustees on Tuesday, (bangs his fist cm
the bar}

A man has to consider first thiiigs.

First things

cose first, SeraId,
GSEAXJDs

Every blessed time, sir*

JOBS;

Let the god damned trustees wait*

GEMLD:
JQHJJ:

That's the spirit*

Yes sir, that *8 the spirit*

pause) *».till Wednesday*

Let * em wait...(slight

(points at Lafitte painting) He

didn't coib© running every tit?® a dawned trustee whistled*
GSBAU5:

If there was any running done, I guess it's have been

the other folks that scampered*

JQHK:

That would be kind of' fun, wouldn't it, making folks

scaoper*
GERALD:
JOHN:

There fire times when It would be,
Te&h, times when it would be, all right,.,, Say,

you seem to know quite a lot about him.
GERALD:

Everybody in Mew Orleans does.

JOHN: (thoughtfully)
GERALD:
JOEfl:

It probably would mke quite a stir.**

What's that?

If & man suddenly turned up who could prove he was

Lafitte*s grandson*

GERALDt

Oh, that wouldn't be possible.

At least not a

legitimate grandson*
JOKI: (gulps) Shy not legitimate?
GiiHAi-D:
JOHN:

«Jean never married*
He never married here*

But after he left.,*
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GSiiALD:

Then he sailed to Tucaton aM died there, still

«ighty young#
JOHM:

That was just a theory.

Completely unsafe...(he

stops, tries again c sre fully) unsub.,* stant iated *
GERALD:
JOHN:

Is that a fact?
Oh, yes.

(Eugenia enters)
EUGENIA;

Oh, haven't the others got back yet?

They left

me to go hear George Lewis#
GEJIALD:

Not yet.

This gentleman was lookin* for you,

(signals to her that John is loaded)
EU'OJSRIA:

Oh.

Did you want to see mt

l%m I-iss Saxe*

(John turns 3lowly, put© on his glasses, looks at her*
J-3KK:

What was that nata© again?

3ace»
JOHK:

(dryly)

S -a-oc-e.

Oh, I thought you said#*,

23jQ2KIi\.:

But I didn't, (sits beside John)

Gerald you're

the only man in this town who can make a decent asserae•
?•!&}:© me one, will you?

GERALD:
EUGSHiA:

{pleased) Thank you, Hiss Eugenia*
(politely, to John)

JOHNj (giggles.)
EUOSKIA:

Have we aet soraetAere?

Oh, come now, you can do better than that*

{half amused, half annoyed)

Since you seemed to

be waiting for me,,,
JOHN;

You're famous,

£U 1.;. lA i
JO'sRi

Oh.

I'm here to meet famous people*

A tourist*

You're amazing.

Let me guess,*.from Texas?

As & matter of fact, I'm rather
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a famous person myself.
EUGBKIAj

I Mean, I'm about to be.

(bored, but aware that he is a customer)

That's

iiice.

JOIIK:

You'd be kind of surprised if you knew who I am.

to guess?
SUGi^I.-.:
JOK?;':

Go ahead, guess*
Glenn KcC&rthy?

(laughs uproariously)

Try again.

Hell, no#

EUGENIA: (throwing resigned glance «t Gerald)
JOlff:

Mo} no, no, you're not even warm.

ECGSfIA:
JiMWt

Want

San Houston.?

One «core guess now.

Something staggering in cattle.

Mo I

(John rises, hold lag on the bar to stesciy himself.

He usakes

a heroic attempt to pull hiciself up to his greatest height.
Just as he attains it, Ellen enters, followed by Marvin and
Bonheur .

iSllen gives a small shriek, stares at John.

He

looks at her as if not recognising her.
JOf'R:

{triumphantly}

Ladies and. Gentlemen, I am Jean Lafitte I

(John staggers, al most falls.)
Ei.LEIi:
J J HN:

EiXSK i
JOftH:

Johnny I

Don't you know m?

Shirten ly I know you.

I married you#

Johnny, you're drunk I
Shirtenly I'm drunk.

I've been drinking#

(lloks

around proudly, as if at a crowd) I am Jean Lafitte and I
ara drunk as & skunk.

Anybody who thinks otherwise is shlogul~

arly shelf...shingularly self-deluded.

* dreamily)

I didn't

know there was a ' ehing* in that word.
(John falls flat on his face. Eugenia springs into action,
leaps for the phone.

Ellen and £5arvin try to lift John up.

ILUOUJXA:

(on the pboris)

(aid bring a photographer.

3kuW?

Eugenia,

-'et do® here fast

Got a story for you,

(triumphantly)

Bight bare in Eugenia £»xe*s bar, I*ve gpt the real honest-i-o^

Ood grandson of Jean Lafitte.
SLMiN:
HUOEfvlA:

Xes.

fbending over the lirap John)
(briskly)

l:'alk hlii around.
quick, quick*

Hurry.
Johnny.* .Johnny.«»

Quick, fierre* p»t hi® on his feet.

Gerald, lots of very black coffee,

(ecstatically)

Quick,

Oh, the Beautiful publicity I

Qith a Herculean effort , Bonheur and Marvin get John to his
feet as the

GuRfAXR «ALi

ACT THREE
Scene mm

SCIIIB:
TIKE:

lugesia *s bar*
A week later, late afternoon,

AT TOE itlSB, a Hash bulb pops,

k photographer is facing

John, who is quit® a different-looking young man. lie is
wearing a swart pair of grey slacks, a red sport shirt, open
at the neck, and an ascot tied with careful casualness.

nis

hair is at that picturesque length that stops just short of
being badly in need of a haircut#

He is leaning against

the bar, a cigarette between his fingers, the picture of
studied grace*

He has a new assurance,

augenia, hovering

near him, is watching his with proprietary interest,
stands in the background, frowning a little,
Marvin are sitting on barstools.

alien

rierre and

Everyone *s attention is

focussed on John «,s the photographer prepares to take one
more picture.
BUGfifilA:

Hold it, Toaasiyj just a second#

PHOTOGRAPHER:

0. £.

{Photographer waits as Eugenia comes to John, tilts his head
back slightly. He submits with no self-consciousness, like
an actor #10 takes it for granted as a part of his business.)
MGSNIAs

(inspects him critically)

It * s aior©..,ii<hatt3 that lovely word?

JOHN: 0. K.?
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There, that *s better.
Insoucie nt.
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iiOGEKlA:

Great.

You're beautiful.

(Eugenia kisses hint on the cheek, gets out of the way#;
EL'jJMs
JOHMt

(carefully)
(embarrassed)

there's lipstick on your face,
Where ?

fiUQillAs Don't lose the pose*

1*11 fix it#

( Eugenia ijoes to him, carefully removes lipstick with her
handerchief*)
WG'Mlki
SLLSEt

(to Ellen)
(drily)

Does he look all right now?

Divinely insouciant#

(Photographer takes the picture#)
JOHN: (relaxes) Thank God that*a ever#
ItJGSJilA:

One asore, with tine rapier#

(Sugeiiia gets the rapier tn&t hangs on the wall, poses hits
with it.)

SLUSH; (under hs&r breath)
BOlHStIRs

Oh, dear God.

(aaused) fa»e has it's vexations.

(Photographer tekes the picture.}
PBOTOC*RAPHES: 'veil, that's it, rsr» Lafitte.
JOHKs

(with a faintly grandiloquent gesture}

Thanks a lot.

That's all

right.
SHOESIA ?

Shoot the prints back to me aa fast as you can,

will you, Tommy?

PK Of00MPHER:
EUGSHXAs

Pronto, honey.

Maybe we'll all mke ourselves a jolly sockful#

LIFE is interested, you know.
PKQTOGRAPHEB:

I could us® it, doll, I could use it#

(Photographer exits.J
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JOHKs

Tou really think Llfc'Ii will go for It, Kugania?

HJQS1I&;

May not?

at her watch)

Especially with Pierre's byline#

(looks

We should be getting the return call pretty

soon#
BOlHBURs

Don't count on it,

Editors take their dam good

ti&e*
EUGSHIAs
ELLEM:

We'll sit it out*

{to John)

This is the afternoon you were going to

take m out to Chalmetto*
J0H8:

Oh.••that * s right«••

EUGENIA?

Ellen, darling, 1 don't know why in the world

you want to see that i»olciy old battlefield*
ELLEN;
JuHM;

But I do.
Ellen gets a big charge out of history*

ELLEN:

lorn don't have to apologise for me, dear,

history

is quite respectable.
But I imm monuaents and things.##

SUQEIllAs

(laughing)

BOffifiili:

I'd be delighted to take you to Ghalmette.

SLL£N:
JOKKs

John proraised#
Sure, honey, 2*11 take you.

EUGlUIAt

»ut not today, darling*

We have to wait for that

call from LIFE,
•TURKj (explaining to Ellen)

This LIFE thing.,.it's kind of

a big deal.
EiXEK:

Indeed, yes. Tour picture in LIFE...you'll be a

household -word#
KARVlMi

L i k e TIDE*
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JOIfflt

Iuncertainly)

f-teybe tm would have time to drive

out to Chalnette though*##
JslfOBffJAs

(impatiently)

Oh, ray God, it takes forever.

(Knock on door) (Eugenia answers.)
(off}

EtfGl&KlAs

mil, I'm not sure#

1*11 see if he's busy#

(Eugenia comes back in, holding door closed behind her*)

MJGESiAf

Are you in the need for your adoring public?

JOH&: (groans)

WGEUlAt

uh, lord, not now*

1*11 fix it,

tshe opens door, speaks off)

L&fitte is napping just now*

fascinating.

(pause)

Really?

Tes» indeed, 1*11 tell hiau

Mr#

Wiy, that*a

Thank you so much*

KlfGSKiA closes door, brings in an old photograph, laughing.#)
JOHM:

Bobby eoxers?

HUGIHIA:

Vintage 1390#

(shows hi® the picture)

Her mother

danced vdth Lafitte*
BOfrHEUR:

The thought of what you are doing to the hormones

of Se%f Orleans* elderly ladies ©ekes me shudder#
cBGSBXAs
ISLLEN:

Hot just elderly, dear*
Indeed not*

(Eugenia looks at her sharply.)
JQW&f

(yawns)

What* a on the fire for tonight?

I feel as

if I havenft slept for a month *
&UGENIA:

No sleeping toni^it, dear boy#

It*s the Freiaonts*

dinner, in your honor#
JOHH:

Swant?

ElfGEiXA:
KARfll;

Incredibly swank#
Did Mrs# Fremont dance with Lafitte?
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Ry darling, she probably led hire around on a

SUGEKIA:

solid gold leash#
JOB?i:

(smugly)

KAR¥1K i

Nobody led that boy around on a leash*

I wonder if there's any possibility that mg grand

father was napoleon• (He strikes Rapoleoaic pose)

Sometimes

1 get that feeling#,,
JOB!!:

{amused)

How that you mention it, there is

John, you really have changed.

MRVIM:

&

resemblance.

It's no fun needling

you any more,,
{Phone rings,
MIGUflA:

Eugenia answers,)

Hello?

he would.

Yes, darlirsg, how are you?

1*11 ask him.

•••I'm aire

John, will you speak at the Garden

Club luncheon tomorrow?
JOfili:

(hesitates)

TiUGE &IA:

I was going to drive Ellen down to Barateris.

Xou can do that later,

(into phone) Yes, dear,

he'd adore to come.

Do you have a topic for him?

Grandfather and I#'

...Fine, darling. One O'clock, (hangs

up)

MAEVIK:

Shouldn't that read 'I and My Grandfather'?

JOHH; (goes to Ellen)
SXJJ2I:
JOHJ?:
ELLEK:

It's all right,

I'm sorry about Barsteris#,.
(smiles at him) Some other day,

I hate to disappoint you.,,
Really, it's all right.

(Ellen approaches him, and there is a moment of incipient
closeness between there, but it is broken off by a fain thud

offstage,)
JOHH: (forgetting Ellen)

The evening paper I
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MARVIl:

Allow me,

(Marvin goes to the door ahead of John, comes back with the
paper.

Madeningly he opens lt» holding it out of uohn's reach#}

MRVIKs
JOHN:

Haas.•.very interesting*

(reaches for it, teat Marvin eludes him)

MR¥Ii»:

Sure,

May I see it?

*mst a minute#., (studies John, then looks

at paper) Bsro.*#
EUGSHIAi
1&KVX3I:

My God, Marvin, stop the Chinese torture#
Is it true, Mr. Lafitte, that you have a widow's

peak exactly like your grandfather *s?
(Marvin reaches over, touches John's forehead.)
JOHN:

(Jerks away]

EOOSMIA:
IfAHVISs

Quit it.

what page is it on?
Three#

He's slipping#

nr. Lafitte, you are losing

your grip on the great American public#
(Phone rings.}
BOKHEUHs

the hell he is#

BUG MIA: (on phone ) Hello?
(John snatches the paper fro© Marvin, looks at it, smiles
wit h sat isfac ti on#)

JOI® i

Hot bad at all,

KUGINlAi

Four-column spread.

who is It, uperator?

#.#0h.

Just a minute.

I'll

see if he's lie re. (to John) lour sister is on the phone#
JQHK:

(absorbed in papsr)

'there wasn't a bell© in fcew

Orleans whose heart didn't heat faster...'
EUGEiliA i

(louder]

lour sister is on the phone.

JOHK: (not looking up J

Tell her I'm out. (reading aloud)
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•••and there was a strong resemblance**.n

iUGSKXA: (on phone)

He isn't her© now, Operator*

JOHN: (Holes up at Ellen sheepishly, but loving it)

Boy,

these writers really get carried away, don't they I
KAB¥Xi:

Kot at home to Miriam?

(to Ellen)

unee that would

have been a cause for rejoicing#
J5LLEN:

we've only swapped Miriam for all the lemaXes in

Mew Orleans*

BONHi£UE:

Cheer up, ay sweet.

All the raen are at your

disposal#
ELLEN:

(smiles a little sadly)

BGKHEUR;
ELLE8:

(softly)

Are they?

I know of one*

Thank you#

SUGBilA:

John, you're going to have to talk to your sister

sooner or later.
JQHR:

Later,

Look, Eugenia, it's quite a ppod picture.

(John and Eugenia put their heads together over the paper#)
ELLEN;

(abruptly) fm hungry.

B-ifiHEUE;

Let's drive out to Bilorl for some fried shrimp#

LUGSRlAs

You all go.

John and I will wait for the call

from LIFE*
ELL®: }fy dear Eugenia, it's seven 0* clock in «ew Xork#
EUGENIA:

uh, editors don*t pay any attention to time*

We'll

wait, but the rest of you run along#
BOMHSUHs

O.K., we'll suet you later at the g'r&monts*. Ten

o'clock, isn't it?
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John loves fried, shrimp.

BLLBKt

1UOENIA:

He can eat shrimp any tin®.

This JUIFS thing is

iraportan t•
JOHN:

I gaess we'd better wait for the call.
I suppose LIFE can't go on without you#

BLLEM;
JOBS :

Look, it was you who got all hopped up on this Juafitte

thing in the first place,

&Ll£Ui

I di dn't expect you to get so carried away with it.

*#QHN:

who's carried awayV

J2LLEN:

You even talked French in your sleep last night,

JOIIB: (startled;
KAEVxK:
*fOHIs

(hastily)

sweet»

what?!

what did he say?

BOKHSUR:

JOI111:

oe consistent.

Never mind#.

(possessively takes Ellen's arm)

juet*s go, my

It's a long drive.
Inaybe we could join you after the call corces in.

ELLSM:

(too sweetly) «o.

Freiaont dinner.

lou'd better rest up for the

iou 'll have to be debonair again, and you

know how that fatigues you.
(Ellen exits, followed by ikmheur.)
MARtflfij

Mami& was going to meet us here. If you go out,

better leave her a note#
(Marvin goes to door, looks back.)
HAiiVIH:

and Eugenia, love, 1 do wish you'd stop acting

like a character in one of my plays.
(Marvin exits)
JOHN: m you think Ellen was sore?
MIOilllAt she's all rightj she's got her boy
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SUGEKlA:

She's all right; 3he's got her boy scout troop,

(Eugenia comes close to John.)
EUGEKIA J
JOHN:

I thought we'd never get rid of them.

Were we getting rid of them?

EUGEKIA;

But of course.

It's unlikely that LIFE will call

so late.
JOHii:

Then we'd better join thera.

(John moves s%#ay nervously.

Eugenia follows hire, lifts her

face to his.}
EUGESlAt

Do you think I'n going to let you go now?

I've

been trying for a whole week to get you to rayself.
JOHK: (apprehensively) You have?
EUOEKIA:
JOHN:

Of course.

Oh.,.%»'hat did you have in mind?

WQESlAt

This

(Eugenia kisses him.

He starts to pull back, she is Insistent.

After a long moment she tilts her head back, smiling at hi®.)
EUGENIA:

Well, my beautiful buccaneer?

JQHK: teow .
BUGEKI h: (laughs) Is that the most gallant speech you can
make?

mm Orleans' isost dashing lover?

(.Eugenia kisses hi® again.

This time he returns it. !$hen

she raoves away, he lets his aims drop limply.)
EUGENIA;
JOPK J

What do you say this time?

(weakly)

EilOEKlA:

Double wow.

(in a low passionate voice;

you, you know, all for myself.

1 intend to keep
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JOHIIJ

|alarmed)

SOOEKIA t

but Ellen,.. I mean, i'ra married.

«y darling, you can't be married; not Jean ju &fitte.

It's absurd.
JOFBs

But I am, though Ellen is.,*

EUGEilA; (covers his mouth with her hand)

Ellen is a dear

child, but you need a woman, (kisses him)
(In the midst of the embrace there is a clatter outside, and
they break &part just as the door is hurled open*

There stands

Mamie, dressed to the teeth, beaming with delight. She has
a camera in her hand.)
MAMIE:

Johnny I Good thing you're here#

JOHN: (disconcerted)
KAKIEi

ifasie,,*

Got a friend with mm 'wants to meet you*.

Says ahe*8

been madly in love with your grandfather for years*
off) Com© on in, honey, don't be bashful.
Pop Potter's Kecea of Mirth,

(calling

,, .Found her in

She does the most artistic strip

tease in town, ... Folks, meet Cup-Cake Patty MePhail*
(Dramatically Mamie ushers in Patty, a Middle-aged, buxom
burlesque queen*
John,
K A KH:

Patty gazes with speechless adoration at

sarnie pokes her.)
Say something, honey; there's your pirate, in the

flesh*,,such as it is,
PATTY:

Jean I

(Patty rushes to John, throws, her arms around him. John
slumps back against the bar, quite unstrung, Mamie aims her
camera, takes a picture*

She slaps her thigh and yells with

laughter at John's look of horro**,)

MRIB:

Cupcake, honey, you can frame this one,

JOHK: (disentangling himself)

Good God I

* Frame* is right, (she reaches for the camera)

EUGEKIA:

Let rae get it developed for you, Kami®, I know a marvelous
man,
MAKIE;

(avoiding her)

or two myself.

1*11 bet you do.

But I know a man

Gome on, Cupcake, let's blow,

(Mamie takes the reluctant Patty by the arm.)
PATTX:

1 kissed him.

(dreamily)

1*11 never be the same

again,
KAFIEi

(chucles)

Neither will he. (slaps John on the back)

Well, see you later, Johnny,

Don*t take any wooden pieces

of eight,
(Guffawing at her own wit, Mamie exits, followed by Patty.)
aUGEKIiu
JOHN;

What do you mean?

EUGENIA:
JOBS;

She doesn't want to have you be dean,,,

So?

JSUGEEIA:
a

That was a swart maneuver.

1 don*t get it,

EUGENIA:
JOHK:

I underestimated Illen,

6o she arranges this er&ssy scene with her aunt,

print of that picture mailed to your trustees would really

cook your academic goose, wouldn't it?
JOIJK;

You*re eraay#

Ellen wouldn't do a thing like that,

Mamie always behaves like this,
aUGE^IA:
JOHNs

bless you, you are naive,

lllen isn't devious,
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£UGJ.t!IA: 'ky dear, aii women are devious,
(Eugenia embraces him.)
EUGSIIAi

But it suits we fine. I don't want to have you

be dean either*

1 just want you*,.period.

JQKNi (frowning) Ellen would never pull a thing like that*
SUGENIA:

Even a masterful man like a Lafitte can be macie a

puppet by a persistent woman*

JOHi:

Jean Lafitte was no puppet.

EUGENIA* (murmurs) Of course not, sweet. 1 just said
•could be*.
JGRfl:

And I*m no puppet either*

EUGENIAs
JOHN:

uf course not, darling.

If somebody pulls a trick on ne, x can see through it.

After all, I wasn't born yesterday*
EOGSKIA:

That•s right, darling; you were born more than a

century ago*
JOHfl:

Well, O.K.

(John kisses Eugenia emphatically*)
EUGENIA: (coming up for air) I*ly God, darling, you are
impetuous.
(John, having proved his point, puts his hands in his pockets
and swaggers to the other side of the room, sailing sraugly.
.Eugenia, wanting more, follows.)
MfGEKlAj

lou kiss divinely.

J011II; (complacently)

uh 1 guess the Lafittes have always

been known as pretty good lovers*
(augenia puts her arras around him coaxingly.)
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1U0ENIA: Cora# into the apartment,
JOhHt

(apprehensively)

it's nicer there.

we'd better stay here, there's

that phone call..•
SUOEili.H:

there's an extension in the apartment, it's

much more comfortable in there...
dutiri: (very nervous now)

±'m very comfortable.

Eeally*

mtdaMxA: Sot as comfortable as I can make you.
Jutf«:

{with a forced laugh) x don't want to get too com

fortable. 1 might fall asleep...this voice trails off as he
decides this was the wrong thing to say/ ...or something,
(sugenia turns him toward her.)
EUGENIA:

I need you#

Don't disappoint me.

(John's arms hang limply at his sides as sha embraces him.)
JOHK:

Look, Eugenia...! mean...we've got to keep things

under control.
EUGEIXA:

Why?

JOHK: Well, I mean...we can't let things get out of hand.
EUGiKIA:
JOHfli

Why not?

Well, after all...

EUGEHIAj (losing patience)

What in hell is the matter with

you?
JOHN: (defensively) Damn it, I'm a married man.
BUGKNIA:

Dear God! So what?

Are you Lafitte or are you

one of the Rover boys?
JOHK: (stung) Kot going to bed with everybody does not
necessarily make a man a Rover boy.
SUGSKIA; How dare you call xne everybodyt
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JOHN;

I didn't mention you.

X said.•.

EUGENIA: I heard what you said I
(liugenia slaps him resoundingly#}
<3OilUi

(gasps}

KUGENIA:

JGIIft:

Hey I 1 could have you arrested for assault I

Try it I 1*11 have you arrested for attempted rape.

H&pel If there's any raping going on around here#*.

fiUOSNXAs

(interrupts!

In B«w Orleans virtuous women are

still protected.
JOHK:

Listen, Jesebel..*

(rhone rings.
BUGEIlAs

Eugenia whirls around, goes to answer it.J

Hello?

•..All right. (sourly to John) Long

distance, probably your god damned sister.

Con phone)

Hello? ...Yes, this is she. ...who? (with sudden, excitewmit) Oh, yes I This is Piss Uaxe. *£ou got isy wire?
(excitedly to John) It's LIPS I
JOHN:

LIFE?

(John comes closer, both of them quite forgetting, their rage
in this sew development,)
SUGEKIAJ

(on phone) les, indeed, that would be fine...

les, 1 can get hold of a pirogue, yes indeed. •..lou just
send hira on down and we'll have everything ready. ...les,
some shots on the bayou...

And I thought perhaps a shot or

two in my little bar; it's an old Lafitte hangout, you know,
(jubilantly) (iood! Wonderful I Thank you so much.
(Mugenia hangs up, executes a brief whirl of sheer joy#}
JOHNs (eagerly) "What'd he say?
El?

They*re sending their own photographerj he'll be

here day after tossorrov?*

they want Pierre to do the text*

Oh, how utterly civine I
JOKKt

(his complacency restored;

they think I*BJ worth a

story, do they?
EUGENIAi
J

:

they want some shots on the bayou, in a pirogue#

li which?

ElIGSMlAs

a

pirogue.».a dugout canoe like Lafitte used*

JOHfl: {aghast) a boat?
EUGENIA?

And some pictures here*

{ecstatically)

Eugenia

Saxe's bar will be nationally famous*
JOHN:

i*¥e never been in a boat in my life, except a ferry*

EUGENIA:
JOKiu

AJF&'S circulation must be astronomical*

and even then I was seasieJe*

fitfOEiUA: (impatiently)
a bayou*

unless a storm comes up*

JOHN: {gulps}
KUOEKIA:
JOHN;

«ot even you could get seasick on

who's going to row the thing?

It isn't rowed; it's paddled*

who*a going to paddle?

iSUOBflliu

Xou, of course*

You'll be uhe only one in it*

(augenia moves around the bar, humming happily, touching

and rearranging things*)
MIGENlAs

Gerald must, -wear his earring**,

the mirrow frame

needs polishing*
JulWl:

I can't even swia*

siUG&NlA:

Johnny, we'll be famous 1 Isn't it thrilling?

Look, I'll get dressed anc we'll have a few drinks around
town, to celebrate, before the Fremont dinner*

{exultantly)
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uh, what xurv it's going to be to spring this at the dinner t

I can see Amelia Fremont's face now I
(augenia goes to the door leading to her apartment.)

SUGBUlAi

I won't b© long.

^augenia exits.

oohn sits a own heavily, head on his hands.

After a aoisent he looks up at the portrait of juafitt©.
JQttft:

what in hell did you get me into?

Blinding ray own business, and

YOU

there 1 was.

had to com© along*

1 alien enters, tentatively.)

atfLEK i

Johnny?

(John starts, turns his head toward her.)
ELLEM:
JOIIfl;
&LLSMi

Hi,

I thought you went to ©iloxi.
{remorsefully) I was worried about you.

I mad©

Pierre turn back, (giggles) He was furious.
JGKS:
iSiLBS!

Gee, honey, I'm glad to see you...
f%rvin had a wonderful idea.

If LIFE should call,

we can arrange with the operator to put the call through to
the place we're going to JJlloxi.
it.

I'm so glad he thought of

Fried shrimp is no fun without you.

JOmt

LIFE already called.

fiLLBI!: They did?
JOKN:

Xeah.

The guy's coning clay after tomorrow to take

pictures.
SLLSK:

That's wonderful. Isn't it?

JOHN: (gloomily) In a boat.
fiOLBM: Johnny, I really came back to tell you...I didn't
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raean to be nasty#

I hated myself as soon as we left...

(Ellen COBS©a toward him.)
JOHN:

(reproachfully)

You shouldn't go off and leave me*

I get into things.
.SLLSIj
JOHNs

1 won't again#

Come on, we'll go to Biloxi.

(soothed) 0. K. (Impulsively) It's fun, all this

Lafitte stuff.

But nothing rually Is any fun without you,

baby...
(John rises, turns toward Ellen to kiss her.

As they are

about to embrace, she recoils In horror, seeing the lip
stick Eugenia has left on his face.)
KLLElfj
JOHJis
ELLEW:
JOHN:
SLLSMi
JOBit

iiLLiiHj
JOHN:

John L&fitte i

How could you?

low could I what?
The minute ay back is turned I

Y'hat's the matter with you?
You are a perfidious two-timing Sew Orleans rake I
Listen!
'Listen'! All I need to do. is look!

what are you talking about?

SLL&Nj I can't even trust you out of my sight.
JOHN: (angrily) Listen I
iiLLEMj
JOHMs
ELtEMs

JOHN:

Stop saying 'listen* I
Listen, what about you and Cup-Cake Patty KcPhail?
(blankly) What?
Yeah! Sure! 'What',. she says.

won't be blackmailed.

Let ®e tell you, 1

Especially by my own wife.

ar© laws about these things.

There
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^LlisM:
JOHN:

ELUjMf
JQHK:
ELLSHi

What on earth are you talking about?
I »m no puppet,, you know.

you must to© drunk.
I am cold stone sober.
Then so much the worae for you.

JOHN: leaning mat?
ELLEIs

{close to tears) Meaning you ar® smeared from

head to foot with lipatick*

You...you pirate I

(Sllon hursts into tears, exits left, John, horror-strickaei,
clasps his hand to his face*

Eugenia enters right, looking

beautiful, cool, and composed.)
EUOfcSlA:

Heady, darling?

CURTAIL

ACT THREE

Seen© two

SCENE!

Eugenia's bar. Two days laterf afternoon.

AY THE RISE, Marvin, Bonhour and Ellen are discovered.
Marvin picka up a used flash bulb.
MARVIN:

W©11» Eugenia*® bar will be fttw.s,

She can

relax now.
ELJJMt

(drily) Relax?

On© begins t© wonder if LIFE la

doing a story on John or on Eugenia,
BOHKBXJRi

You can't blame her.

MAHVIIIs

She's in business, after all,

At least she won't be paddling the pirogue. (chuckles)

That delight will be all John's.
ELLSMt

I hope he's all right. Are they very tippy, those

boats?
MARVIN:

1 understand there's nothing tippler.

aMMMi (anxiously)
BOUIEUSi

X hope nothing happen.-..

Good God, darling, if a man can't step Into a

boat, lift a paddle, get his picture taken, and get out
again, without people carrying on as if his life were in
peril...
ELLEN: I'm not carrying on#

It's nothing to do with me,

(pause) Are there alligators in the bayou?
BOJBEURt

(laughs) Thousands of them. Tremendous man-eating

aonstera just waiting for a juicy morsel of warmed-over pirate.
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MARVIN: fhat's the trouble with the world; this i s why we
no longer have men of derring-do like old JLafitte,

women have smothered us*
&LLENs

the

Society has becoae a matriarchy,

That * s absurd.

MARVIN:

No, it's true, V.'e've become a nation of mothers

and small boy®,
SCJNHEUR: Speak for yourself, small boy*
MARVIN: You, of course, think of yourself as the great
independent, the free man of the world,,,which is the
smallest boy of all,
BORMEUfU

Newberry, the old philosopher,

":ARVIN: Otherwise you would not be working on a historical
novel about a romantic aan of action,
^LLSN:

Poor Pierre hasn't had much time to work on anything

since we descended on him,
BONHSUR:

One of the legends that 'poor Pierre* fosters is

that he never does any work. Sine© you've been here, I've
finished an outline, sent it to sty publisher, and had a
return wire.

Today, as a matter of fact,

gLLEN: How wonderful,

Does he like your outline?

BONHEUR: {a bit smugly) liut of course, dear, ny last
book sold two hundred thousand copies; he can't afford not
to like it.
ELLEN:

What are you going to call it?

SuKHEUR: I don't know yet,
NARVIK:

Why do non-writers always ask that:

As if some

great secret knowledge were contained in a title.,. The
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saia®' impulse that raakes people insist on knowing one's
name, i suppose,..as if this would tell then everything,
iiONHEUH:

soARVIN;

It's the urge for identity*
What is id@nt.ity?

A man goes to church to try

and lose it; he falls in love to try and lose it; and yet
he lies and murders and creates and procreates trying to
keep it.

y name is «arvin Kewberry.,,ray name la legion,

'ishat is identity"
Please, it's so early in the day,

BQBHEUKi

MAHfIN; Is there a time of day for thinking?
BONHEUR:

Of course. 1 can't possibly be abstract before

«y third martini.
ELLINi

I wonder what's happened to i-jamie.

KARVINS

iSLLSH:

Speaking of abstractions.
She didn't come back to the hotel last night,

BONHEUR: Why, male %
ELLSMJ

She left a message before dinner that she was going

to visit Cupcake,
MARFDS J

I am thinking of changing my name to Blueberry

Muffin Marvin Mewberry.

Then when you know me really

well, you can call me Blueberry Hewberry.
BOHHEURJ
mkkilMt
©OlHEURs

{sarcastically} Hysterically funny.
Pierre doesn't like rae today.
Sorry, I'm slightly hung over.

JSLLEN: She hasn't phoned all clay, Mamie, X mean,
HARVINt

She's probably taking lessons fromoupcake. 1

can ate it now.,.

Flaming .sarnie ulankenhorn. The most
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to say the least, of any strip teas© artist on Bourbon
Street, (looks at alien) 1*11 go bunt for her if
you're worried.
SLL1M: Oh, Marvin, would you?
MARVIH: X don't know why i volunteer for these boy

cout

chores#
iSLLEN:

It's sweet of you#

1 don't know where vupcake

lives but i suppose they could tell you at Potter's.
BOIHEURi

If not., try the station house#

Thanks, if X run into trouble, 1*11 send up

mAEVINt

a rocket.

(Marvin exits.}
BONHEUR: Thank God, he's gone.
ELLEN: Why?
BONHEUR: I've been trying all day to talk to you alone.
Ellen, I have to fly to Mew York tomorrow to see
ISLLEK:

ray

publisher.

Oh I

BONHEUR: Gome with me,
ELLEN: To New York?
BONHEUR:

Get away from all this nonsense.

ELLEff: (smiles ruefully) that's what you said in fexaa.
And i came. But it doesn't seem to have solved anyting.
BONHEUR: You case.#.but not with roe, (ardently) I'm
asking more of you this time. Please, £llen; I love you.
iSLLEN: (knowing the answer}

Are you proposing to me, Pierre''

BONHEURs (impatiently) You know how l feel ©bout all that,
l should think you'd have had enough of it by now. it isn't
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what l*d call a glowing success, your marriage.
XLEW«

(thoughtfully!

John h<sn • t spoken to me for two

days.
BGHHEUR:
liLLEIs

John is a child playing fit charades*

(sighs I

X don't know what oohn is. Things have

happened too fasti I keep losing track.
BGIHEUBs

He * s missed the whole essence of what Lafitte

really was; hefs just fastened onto the .glamorous trappings.
ELLENz

What was the essence of Lafitte?

Perhaps i* ve

missed it, too#
BOMHEUH; There was much more than dash and romance.

The

guy had a genius for organisation, for detail, for plain
hard work,

if he'd turned his hand to business, he'd

have been a great success.

But most of all, he

as a

man of action, a raan of courage.
ELLBii

There are different v^ays of having courage, I

suppose.
BOIIHEUR:
ELLEN;

Of course.

Inside and outside kinds.

I guess the Inside is

most important in our time.
BONHEUHi

And speaking of courage#..will you come to

!m%> fork?
JSLLSH:

Pierre, 1 can't.

BONK EUR:
ELLENs

Hot now,

v'hat are you waiting fort

I guess l,m waiting to find out who John is.

this man is that I loved and married.
to find out.

Who

Or w&iting for hits
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BOMHSUE:

what if you find out he isn't anyone at all?

ELLEN: (pause) Then 1*11 come to K'ew York.
BOMHIUR: (jubilantly) Then all I have to do is i:ait
a little.
ELLElf: fir® you so sure?
BONHEUR:

I an,

iBonheur kisses her*}
BOMHSUE: Ifve got to go and pick up my ticket.

I 1 11

get two.
ELLEH:

{alarmed J

BONHEUR:

I know.

Mo...

1 just said...

But I have a hunch things will eotte to

a head today, and I want to be sure of th&t extra ticket#
I can always turn it back.

Wait for we here; I won't be long.

(Bonheur puts his hands on her shoulders, looking down at her.;
E1AEM:

Please..don't count on anything.

BONHEUR: (softly| I love you#

I count on that.

(Bonheur kisses her again, lightly, then exits.

Ellen stands

still for a moment, troubled. She goes behind the bar,
tries to pour herself a drink, but her hands are trembling
so much that she spills it.

She tries again, knocks over

the glass.J
ELLEN:

Oh, the hell with it.

(Ellen puts the bottle back, leans her elbows on the bar,
chin on hands, looking utterly dejected,

rhone rings.

Ellen answers./
ELLENs

HelloT

In .jail?

...lea, Marvin.

Did you find her?

For heaven!s sake, what for?

(startled;

...Oh, good heavens t
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Do you have enough to bail hor out?
down?

•••All right*

••.Should I come

Thanks, Marvin, fell-her not to

viorry. (she hangs up}-

My God i

(Ellen grabs the bottle, pours herself a slug, drinks it

in one gulp.

In a moment, the door opens &nd John enters,

quietly and tentatively. He is drowsed like Lafitte, even
to the rapier in his hand, which he carries as if it were
a baseball bat.

He stops when he sees JSllen, looks at

her sheepishly.!
SLLE.K:
JOHN:
ELLEN:
JOHK:

ELLEN:
JOHN J

Johnny...
Hi.
Have they taken the pictures already?
Well, you see...something happened.
You didn't get hurt?
KO, no, I'M

all right. At least, technically

speaking.
ELLEKs
JOHNs
ELLEN:

khat hfeppenced?
well, you see... Ke didn't take any pictures.
why not?

JOHN: He1s mad.
ELLEN:
JOHN:

He'a flying back to New fork tonight.

But how can he do that"?

LIFE assigned him.

He says he would rather b© fired.

He says so job

is worth what he «ent through today.
LLLENi

well, tell me.

jOHM? (takes a deep breath}

It was like this. I took one

look at that piroque, and I knew I'd never make it.
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Ellen, I w^s never even in a rowboat I

(plaintively)

SLLEM:
JGHKi

I know,
They argued and pleaded and raged.

some things a man can*t do*

But there are

it just goes against his

nature, (pauses| Doesn't it?
ELLEN: I guess so.
So finally they decided they aould go out in the

JOHN:

boat - Eugenia and the LIFE man - and he'd get a shot of
lie on shore, just as if I was about to get into the piroque,
see?

One foot in the stern or whatever you call it.

ELLBK: I think itTs the bow.
JOHN: Whatever it is.

So they got into a boat... Iwith

a held-over sense of astonishment) It wasn't even a
pirogue, just & plain old boat t
ELLEN:
JOHM:

Then what?
they seemed to be having a little trouble getting

launched - they were sort of stuck on the barfc, see?
I thought I'd give them a little push, you know?

so

I just

wanted to be helpful*
HLLiSK;

Ana?

JOHN:

And so

X

did.

And...

{He is interruped by the entrance of EUGENIA,

She storms

in, in a very literal sense. Her smart suit, her hair, in
fact, every bit of Eugenia, is soaking wet.
of water drip from her,

A

Little rivlets

bedraggled water lilly hangs

from the belted back of her jacket.;
JOHN: {weakly} •..the boat tipped over.
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.SIIGSUIA;

(beside herself with rage) The boat was turned

over.

Deliberately!

JOKMt

Eugenia, 1 swear..•

KUC&RXAt

You swear I

(.Eugenia crosses toward the door to her & pertinent.)
JOHN:

is the photographer...uh.,.all right?

EUGENIA:

(witheringly)

He even survived that artificial

respiration you insisted on giving bin.

ELLEN: {trying to be helpful;

Anyway, he has all those

nice pictures of the bar, Eugenia.
EUGENIAj

bayou.

The pictures of the bar are at the bottom of the
I only wish .Jean i.afitte were there too.

uoth of

them I
(Eugenia flings open the door to her apartment.)
JOHN:

Oh...Eugenia.,, (as she turns fiercely toward him)

Your water lily is showing.
(jsugenia exits, slanauing the door*

John begins to laugh,

at first quietly, then with growing hysteria until he is
leaning weakly against the bar.)
ELLEN:
JOHN:

Was it that funny?
It was the funniest thing I've ever seen, those

two grown people, thrashing around in the water lillies
with all their clothes on. the photographer*a hat went
sailing across the water like a little boat.
ELLEN:
JOHN:
ELLEN:

But Johnny...
It was a very good Mallory hat.
Johnny, don*t you think...
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JOHN:
ELLEN:

with a colored band and a small feather#
.But you wanted the story in LIFE. It meant a

lot to you,

JOHN:

Did it?

i don't know#

Che sobers)

Ellen, I guess

I've got to sit down somewhere and figure out what means a

lot to me*

One thing X know for sure, i'm no pirate.

ELLEN: (smiles/

I don't think there*d b© much future in it.

JOHN: (suddenly;

Hey, we're speaking to each other again I

ELLEN: Shock therapy#
JOHN:

God, i felt terrible not talking to you#

ELLEN; .20 did 1#
JOHN:

Why do people behave like such idiots?

(John embraces her. ^he lifts her face to be kissed.

After

a moment he moves away, gloomy now#}
JOHN: I don't know what I'm feeling so good about.

1

suppose I've lost the deanship by now#
ELLEN:

JOHN:

why?
The trustees met yesterday#

Miriam* s call#
ELLEN:
JOHN:

i never even returned

I was too busy being a big shot#

The trustees will meet again.
By now the stories about me must have hit the local

papers anyway, i can imagine the reaction, 'such loss of
dignity I We can't have a dean who gets such undignified
publicity.*
ELLEN: (watching him tensely}
JUUHi

(troubled}

of nothing.

A

And if you have lost it?

what have 1 swapped it for?

A big bunch

guy's r'allory hat floating down the bayou.
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I111 tell you something you've swapped it for.

ELLEK:

This was the first time I've heard you laugh in that re
leased way since before v^e were married.
JOHN; Ion can't live oil a laugh.
ELLEN:

It's a beginning,

1 thought so then and l think

so now,
(The phone rings,)
JOHN:
sLIEH;

JOhfi;
ELLEN:

JOHN:

Let it ring,
Oh Lord, 1 forgot about naraie I
what about her?
She's in the clink,
uood Ood 1 what for?

ELLEN: She spent the night at Cupcake's house, and the place
was raided,
(Hion© rings.)
JOHN: 0h» no I
isLLEKs

Marvin*s bailing her out#

JOHN: (on phone J
Miriam#

Better answer the phone,

hello? ...les, this is he.

(looks at alien)

Yeah, I'm fine•

Say, i meant

to call you, Miriam, but I*ve been so busy,
Listens intently, frowning)
connection is lousy,
wer@

,•..what?

Would you say that again?

incredulously J

impressed ,..They what?

,.,uh, hi,

The trustees

.,.uh. (weakly}

So much has happened, I'm kind of.,.
I call you back in half an hour?

That's great,

Look, ftiriara, could

...Fine,,,

uoodbye,

{John hangs up, looks at Ellen.)
J OH 15:

The trustees were impressed,

The

impressed i
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ELLEM:
JOHNi

With what?
Mr. Lafitte.

history.
ELLEN:
JOHN:

seems I've turned over a new page in

Some graduate student is writing his thesis on me.

Did she say anything about the aeanahlp?
I*ve got it.

ELLEM:

Oh.

(They look at each other uncertainly.

Marvin and Mamie enter,

Kami® grins at them./

MAMIE;

Hiya.

ELLEM:

Mamie, are you all right?

MAMIE:

In the pink.

LJULBN:

Hid they treat you all right7

'.•AMIS:

Sure*

JOHN:
MAMIE:

Une of the boys taught me to play stud poker#

what charge did they pick you up on?
iJleepin* in a whore house,

the law to sleei? in a v.hore house,
JOHN:

never knew it was against

i mean alone.

what the hell were you doing there?

NARVIK: She was just visiting Uupeake.

Don't yell at her.

She's had a rought time*
JOHN: Who's yelling?
ELLEN: .Piamie, what on earth did you go there for?
MAMIE:

I was just a teensy bit loaded, just a teensy bit.

And she said. 'home *, A thought she meant home,

sow was 1

to know it v,aa a house?

MARVIN:

As Folly Adler so poignantly puts it, a house ain't

necessarily a home.
Mi.MII:

It was real cozy though.

Wall-to-wall carpeting.
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ELLEK:

Cupcake should have known better

KAMIfii

Well she was a little teensy bit loaded too, and

she forgot 1 was a virtuous girl. Unfortunately*
JOHN: {to MarvinJ
MARVINt

No#

Couldn't you get the charge dismissed*?

I had hell*a own time even getting the bail

down to a reasonable amount#
JGHH:

When does the case eon© up?

MARVIN:

A week from tomorrow*

JOHN: (frownsJ

item*

I'm supposed to be back at the

university.
ELLES:

Miriam called.

John is dean.

MARVIN: Condolences•
MAMIE; (wails) lou mean we got to leave Sew Orleans?
JOHN: It gripm me, this kind of a deal; the cops probably
sprung a raid because they didn't get enough protection money,
MAMIE*

That * s what Cupcake said.

JOHN: Has uupcake got a good lawyer?
MAMIE:

her lawyer's in jail,

i thought maybe you could

take cart of both of us, Johnny.
JOHN:

I don't have a Louisiana licence.

i'iiEVIS:

You could get one.

ELLEN: (watching hin carefullyJ
school. He's dean now.

John has to get back to

We'll just have to find the best

lawyer we can, and leave mmie here.
JOHNS (after a pause;

The hell we will.

ELLEN: (catching her breath)
JOHN:

what did you say?

I aaid the hell we will.

1 don't like this kind of
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business, shoving people around.

Arresting matle, of

all people I
MAMIEs (ducks her head coyly) I guess I have that kicked
look#
(John goes to the phone, looks up a number, dials#)
ELLEN:

But Johnny, what can you do?

You do have to get

back, I mean If you*re dean...
JOHN! It makes roe wad when cops pull atui'f like this,

with

all the real crirae there is, you'd think innocent people
could.. (on phone) Chief of police, pleas©#
MAMIE:

Say, this is as good &s a show I

JOHN; (on phone) Tell him it's jean Lafitte calling,
(grins at alien)

That*11 rock him.

MARVIN: (to alien) Who ia this guy you're married to?
I'm not sure I've net him«
ELLEN: (smiles happily) He was out of town for awhile.
JOHN: (on phone) Hello?

...This is Jean Lafitte. ...So,

I'm not drunk, if you ever read the papers...
minute. I have a complaint.

Now just a

A relative of mine from out

of state was arrested in error last night. I'd like to
have the charges disaissed. ...the name is ffemi© blankenhorn.
MAMIE:
MARVINi

Starring Miss Mamie Blankenhorn.
Shall I writ© the script, Mamiev

ELLEN:

Who needs it?

MARIE:

Are you mad at me, isllen?

ELLEN:

No.

MAMIE:

I guess I'm just a foolish head-strong girl.

But I was worried.
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JOHN; {on phone)
not?

Hello?

...Did you find it7 ...Why

Miss Elankenhorn was si-ply spending the night with
A female acquaintance,

an acquaintance#

Kiss elankenhorn

is a stranger here. ;."he happened to meet this Miss.**
Miss*••
MAMIEt
JOHN:

Cupcake.
It was a perfectly innocent adventure,

{to Mamie)

What were you doing, Mamie?

Well, after my seventh ttaajos gin fizz, I got sleepy.

MAMIEj
JOHN:

she just**,

{on phone)

After her seventh.**uh...second gin fiaz,

Miss Blankenhorn got sleepy. You will agree, Chief, that
anyone can get sleepy*..though perhaps Miss Blankenhorn in
her innocence picked an unfortunate place...
I»m just a kid from the country.

MAMIS:
JOHN:

{on phone, angrily)

Now look here, Ghief, this is

miscarriage of justice. ...uh, is that so.

well, it just

so happens that I am an attorney myself, and I know a thing
or two about...

I would just like to inform you that.....

You refuse to dismiss the charge?

Then 1*11 have to take

the case myself, {momentarily deflated) Veil, no, X
don't practice in Louisiana...
MARVIN:
JOHN;

But you could.

But £ could.

And by God, I will I {hangs up with a

bang) Damned pompous fool.
(Mamie f:ive# John a big hug.)
MAMIE:

Baby, you were fabulous t

in .he house.

There wasn*t a dry eye
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MARVXN: It hi. 3 just occurred to me that the pirate and the
man who built your father's chair were one and the same guy,
1 think this must have some profound meaning.••though £
haven*t the faintest idea what it is.
JOHN:

Mamie, don't you worry about a thing. I'11 take

car® of the whole deal.
ELIEHi rnt

Johnny, what about the university?

JOKK: {ignoring her)

Mamie, what about Cupcake?

V-as

she minding her own business?
MAMIE: I don't know what Cupcake does on other nights,
but I swear, she was sleeping like a baby, right in the
next bed.
JOHN: Good. Tell her 1*11 represent her too, if she wants
rae to.
ELLEN: lou havenTt got a license.
JOHN:

1*11 find out how long it will take,

get the case postponed.

vie can always

Cupccke was in love with Lafitte,

you know.
KAMIB:

"Was* hell; is.

JOHN: (suddenly smiles at isllen)

You don't mind the

competition.
ELLEN: I have a very sisterly feeling for Cupcake.

JOHN: Let's don't get too sisterly. {looks at his watch)
Wonder if there's time to drive up to Baton Houga and find
out about bar exams.
MARVIN: I'll drive you.
JOHN: Thanks, marvin.
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KAHVIK;

That1s all right*

1 like a neat third act.

(looks at alien wistfully)
ELLENJ

(touched) You*re very oweet,

MRVIN: (grins ruefully)

MAMIS:
JOHN:

Anc a happy heroine*

And you love me like h brother#

Can I come, too?
Sure#

ELLIN.*

Everybody come,

Johnny, shouldn't we vait till tomorrow?

You've

.got to think,•.you*v© got to be sure.,,
JOHN:

Look, don't try to roake ay mind up for me.

A guy

has to make his own decisions.
ELLSM: (happily)

All right, all right. But you did promise

Miriam you'd call her hack.

JOHN: I'll send her a wire,
ELLEN:

What will you say?

JOHN: (grinsJ

"Sorry, wrong dean."

(Kllen hugs hi®.)
MARVIN:

Maraie, would you mind if I folded you in a mad,

wild embrace?
MAMIE: You v?ant

m to get arrested again?

JOHN: (to alien) Maybe another New Orleans lawyer would
starve to death.
ELLEN:
JOHN:

It would be such pleasant starvation.
Chickory coffee and doughnut balls?

KAKIE: You mean we're really going to stick around?
JOHN:
MAMIE:
JOHN:

Looks like it, -;amie.
Praise Allah I 1*11 open me e place,
Mamie I
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IMMIE-:

I mean an eating place

KAEYIff:

we'd better get &oing if we're off to Baton Houge*

(Marvin exits, followed by waraie.

John holes Ellen back

for a moment#)
JOHN:

Everything all right?

ELLEN: (kisses him] Everything's wonderful.
(John and Ellen exit.

After a moment sugenia enters from

her apartment, her usual well-dressed self again.)
EUGENIA: John, we'll have to hurry to make the Rorelli's
dinner, I've decided to forgive you...
(Sugenia stops, seeing that oohn has gone. 3he frowns, goes
to the bar, fixes herself a drink, looks at her watch iin
patient ly. After a moment Bonheur bursts in.J

BONHEUR:

Ellen, I...Oh, sugenia it's you.

EUGENIA: (grimly3

And it's equally you.

BONHEURs

Where's alien?

EUGENIA.:

here's John?

BONHEUR:

I have two plan© tickets for New York,

in half an hour.

Ve leave

Ellen was to wait here...

EUGENIA:

I'm afraid your bird has flown.

And mine too.

BONHEUR:

But I have two tickets...

EUGENIAi

I'd go 'with you if 1 didn't know you'd charge roe

for it, ri.^ht down to the last tip.
BONHEUR:

Gone back to Texas, I suppose.

'..IIGEKIA:

I suppose

BONHEUE:

Oh well.

EUGENIA:

You shouM be able to think of a better line than

C'est la vie.
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that•
BONHEUH:

Xou think of one.

EUGENIA:

All right#

(She is overtaken by

(lifts her glass) nere»s to
tremendous sneeze)

uURTAIR

